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CHYMICAL SECRETS

0tqBy

A REAL AND TRUE WAY TO VOLATILIZ'E THE SALT

oF TARTAR, AIID CORPORATE SPIRIT OF WINE, AS

IT WAS WROUGITT BY A NOBLE PERSON BEYOND SEA,

AND BY HIM COMMUMCATED IINTO ME.

He took but lbj. of Tartar well calcined, and dissolned it in the air,

free from the sun, then filtered, and congealed in a glass vessel, then

he calcined it as the Dutehman doth (in the next process) to keep it glow-

ing hot for six or eigtrt hours; then dissolved it again in the air, and fil-

tered; congealed, and caleined as before. He repeated this ten tirnes,

then dissolved it in distilled vinegar (he used Spanisharrd Erenehvine-

gar;) the whole secret (as he saith) consisteth in well distilling of the

vinegar, which must be done in B. M, but it must be so gentle, that you

may receive the flegm by it self; and as soon as you perceive that the

drops come acid, change the recipierrt, putting on another, and then dis-

till the spirit with a stronger fire, so that you may tell eight or nine be-

tween every drop: Corrtinue distiJling until it become like a syrupr then

change the recipierrt again, and distill with a stronger fire until it begin
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to smell of the fire, and that it be almost dry. Restifie this last and

strongest part by it self, and put it to the weaker partl fteeping the

flegm by it self for another use) and rectifie it together so often until

there remain not the least spot at the bottom of the glass after the dis-

tillations, which must be to dryness every time, and every time in a

clean retort: This is not a strong spirit of vinegar, nor need it be, but

this wiu do the work. Then take J vij. or viij. of your salt of Tartar

and dissolve it in as much of the said spirit, or more, as will dissolve

it; ret it stand, and it will settre some brack feces; then filter it, and

congeal, and calcine it as before, but not with so strong a fire; it must

be scarce red-hot, and one hour will suffice; grind it while it is hot, and

dissolve it again in new distilled vinegar as before, let the feces settle,

then filter it, congeal and calcine again as before. Repeat this, till it

leave no feces behind, which wilI be in seven or eight times, if you

have wrougtrt well; then when it is very dry, take 5 
j, or it to make

a tryal, put it into a clean glass body, and pour upon it so much high

rectified spirit of wine, as will not only moisten it, but that it be very

thin; let it stand thus twent5r four hours close stopped in a very gentle heat,

that it may be but blood-\iltprn! then distil with a gentle fire. If the spirit

stays, and the flegm come artray, then proceed with the whole parcel; but

if not, you must continue the dissolution in distilled vinegar, filtration,

coagulation, and calcinatior5 as before, until you find (by trying) that

the spirit stayeth with the salt, which it wilt do in a few tirnes: Then pro-

ceed with the rest of the parcel in the sarre manner as you did with the
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ounce; continue the irnbibitlon and distillation with spirit of wine so often,

till the spirit of wine come away as strong as it was put on. Then here

lyeth the secret, to sublime it: Dissolve the said salt of Tartar impre-

gnated in the flegm of yorrr distilled vinegar, or in a very weak spirit of

wine, using no more of the dissolnent than will dissolve it; shalce them

well together, and it will instarrtly dissolve all the best and finest part

of the salt of Tartar, and leane the course part of it, for that will not so

easily dissolve. Pour off the dissolution, and filter it, then put it into a

cucurbite, and disti[ off the flegm off the vinegar, or the weak spirit of

wine, and then will the dry spirit, or Aqua Stecaascend like the purest

isickles dry that ever you saur; and this is the true volatile salt of Tartar,

and spirit of wine, in fonna Sqlis, and is the vegetabLe Menet?uut4,which

will dissolve leaf O ittto an Oylish substance in a very gerrtle heat.

The Tartar which remaineth in the bottom of this sublimation you

must put to that which was left undissolved by the fLegm of vinegar, or

weak spirit of wine, and proceed to fix more spirit of wine upon that, be-

ing first calcined, but not so long, nor with so strong a fire as formerly;

and then dissolve it once in the air, and it will leave more feces at this

time than at any tirne before; then filter and congeal, and dissolve it in

distilled vinegar as before. And now you shall do more in three times

than you did alt the tirnes before, for the Tartar is altered in its nature;

then proceed with it as before, imbibing with S. V. And thus you may fix

as much S. V. as you please, and sublime as many pure and clear crystals

as you please.
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Note, That when your spirit of wine is fixed on the Tartar, it will be

as sweet as sugar; but when it is separated, as above-saidr the Tartar

will be of its old Nature, but fit to be impregnated again with much less

trouble.

THE DUTCH-MANS PROCESS OF VOLATILIZING SALT

oF TARTAR, ArlD CORPORITYTNG SPIRIT OF WrNE,

IS TTIUS:

He dissolveth his Tartar calcined in distilled rain p, and being set-

tled, filters and congealeth, then calcineth it for six or eight hours, so

that it be only glowing hot, and no more: Then powder it, and dissolve

it, filter, congeal, and reverberate, as before; and this he doth sixteen

or eigtrteen tirnes, until the Tartar settle little or no feces. Then tahe

four or eight ounces of it (or what you please) and put it into a cucurbite,

and pour upon it the best rectified spirit of wine, so much, that it may be

well moistened, but not to swim over it. Then he digesteth it in R. M.

for a day, and then gently distills it off, but the spirit of wine ascendeth,

and will not stay; when it is dry, he puts the spirit of wine back again upon

it, and distilleth as before; and this he doth so often (twelve or fourteen

times) and then it vrill hold the spirit of wine, and the flegm will come

arnay: This he doth with new spirit of wine; and when he findeth that a

pretty quarrtrty is congeal.ed with the Tartar, he grinds it (being very dry)

and mixeth it with three parts of good Bole-Armony, and puts it irrto a re-

tort, and distilleth a spirit from it by degrees of fire, forcing it strongly

at last, and it will be a yellow spirit, which he deflegmeth once, and then
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dissolveth his Calx of @in this Uens tnuum,which by digestion extracts

all the tincture of O , Bnd leaneth the body white, tingrng it seU of a pure

red. Of this he giveth two or three drops in a little sack, which doth mi-

racles (as he saith. )

ITE MAKETH HIS RED CALX OF O TIIUS:

Dissolve fine @ past through Arrtimony in A.R. then put water into it,

and then cast in Q , and all will become like a Eepan;1hen wash the &&h

and grind it with three tirnes as much prepared salt, and distill it in a re-

tort; then edulcorate the Cab(, and grind 3 j. of it with three of cinaber,

and then renerberate it by degrees gently: This he doth twice a day, and

repeateth it eleven or twelve times, and it will be a most subtil red Calx,

like Scarlet in colour.

ELIXIR EX VINO + SOLE.

Talce the best odoriserous rhonish-wine five gallons, separate its

spirit and salt, rectifie the one, and purifie the other; then acuate the

spirit with another prepared salt, and at last joyn it to its own pure cry-

stalline salt; then is it a trae Aqua oitae Philoeophotum. This must

dissolve a well prepared Calx 
"f O , and by a continued circulation unite

with it; then by sublimation be fixt together, and lastly, by solution and

coagulation become incombustible Oyl, which is a great medicine.

MONSIEUR TOYSONNIER WROUGHT TIIUS:

Talre fresh Urine of young boys, fill one pot with it, and evaporate it

away, next morning put on fresh, and evaporate; do thus three or four days,

then evaporate to a honey, and that you feel a ponticifie smoak from it, then
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cease, and put your honey into an earthen vessel, and expose it to celifie

in the air. As soon as it is cold, it w'ill be hard, but the air wil resolve

it: Mahe thus what quantrty of honey you please: Celifie them four days,

then have another earthen pot, covered with a reversed one that hath a

hole in the bottom, fasten thereon a neck of a cucurbite of g1ass, ten or

twelve inches long, upon which a retort, with the bottom orrt for a head,

to which fasten a great ballon. He did put fifteen pound of honey into his

Pot, and with a gentle fire first distilled off the spirit and volatile salt;

these he put upon new honey, and inDaLneo distilled a purer spirit and

volatile salt; (the flegm that followed, if put upon new honey, will become

pure spirit and salt) draw the fixed salt out of all the Caput Mortuunj put

3oi. 
of the spirit upon as much pure spirit of wine, and it will coag-

ulate it all into a perfect dry salt: Mingle these 1f:oriv. of volatile salt

with 5 ri. of salt of wine, 5 iij. of volatile sart of urine, and 
J iv. of

H 
precipitate, and put them into a body with head, lirnbeck, and receiver,

and sublime with gerrtle heat: Part cometh over in spirit, and part riseth

insal t .  Take !* io.  of  sal t ,  andvi j .  of  spir i t ,  and 38. of  car*ofo,

and distill with exceeding gerrtle heat in a body and head with a receiver,

a liquid spirit will come over and a white salt sublime irrto the head: put

all back upon the cake ofo, and distill as before. He hath now repeated

this work eleven times; at the first, the spirit and salt were ten days ri-

sing from ttre ) , but afterwards seven or eight: The junctures were all

perfectly shut, yet above haU of the volatile matter was vanished. The

salt of wine was made thus: (spanieh wine gave none, but Fneneh did



pretty store. ) After you have drawn off the spirit and the f1egm, evapor-

ate the residue (very gently) usque ad pell ieuZznthen set in a cold place,

and in fifteen days there were many crystals in it; wash these with the flegm

of the wine, from the blackness and fourness that is upon them. The 
H

precipitate was made thus: Dissolve 3t". ot p in Jx. 
of A.F. made

of two parts of vitriol, and one of Nitre. Extend the solution, by pouring

a great quantity (eight or ten pints) of fair I upon it; then pour upon it a

Lioitsiunmade of the fixed salt of wine and fair S . He made his Lit i-

uiun of 5 iv. of fixed salt, and but one of tne p precipitate; wherefore

he poured upon the liquor that he poured off from the precipitate about

ha1 a pint of the spirit of wine, and then tne p precipitated all down.

Take both the precipitates, and wash them a little from the spirits of the

A. F.

(Hartman) This relation is of Sir K. It was done by his operator Mon-

sieur Toysonnier, in his operatory in the PLazza in covent-Garden.

THE MENSTRUUM COELICUM EXI]BERATUM' TO

DISSOLVE O, AND ALL METALS, AND CARRY THEM

OVERTHEHELM.WROUGHTBYDR.CLODIUS,AIID

BY HIM COMMUNICATED UNTO ME.

put lbj. of perfectly rectified spirit of urine to lbiij. of a perfectly

rectified spirit of wine, and it will coagulate it all to a drop into a firm

salt; sublime and distill this, and about lb O . will sublirne up in a most

pure active dry salt, and about two spoorrfuls will come over in a fiery li-

quor. and the rest will be a stinking flat flegm remaining in the cucurbite.
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Add spirit of wine to your two spoonfuls of liquor, so much as to make it

up lbiij. put this to your fb.6 . of dry sublimed salt, and all will be a

Cgagul.un, which distill and sublime as before, and you shall have about

two spoonJuls and a half of fiery liquor, and about J tj. more than be-

fore of sublimed salt, and in the bottom will remain a stinking flegm as

before. He repeated this twelve tirnes, still with fresh spirit of wine, and

every tirne the quantrty of the fiery spirit increaseth (drawing sti[ some

little addition of dry salt from the spirit of wine) till at length all the dry

salt come over in liquid fiery spirit, which he calleth Menetnuum CaLi-

eum i then it wiII dissolve Q , 
"nd 

all metals, and carry them over the

helm rnith it. This poured upon salt of Tartar, will presently dissolve

it, and carry it over the helm with it: You may also multiply it as much

as you will with pure salt or spirit of urine.

To add 
Q 

to it, do thus. Take 
Q 

well purified (il Spandeh) shaking and

washing well with spirit of wine or distilled vinegar, till it yield no more

blackness, will serve; but if other, sublime it sometirnes to perfect puri-

ty. Then he put lb Y . of it into a retort, joyning a large stone receiver,

and gave strong sudden A . Repeat this till you have MezrouriA| Y

enough, which will be quite insipid: Put this p upon purified rururing 
fl 

,

and digest them together thirff days, and all will be a viscous Mucilaginous

Matter: Distill off the flegm, and you shall have an Oyl remaining; put upon

this OyI your fiery spirit of urine, and spirit of wine (twelve tirnes repeated,

as is mentioned) and the spirit will resolve the Oyl; then distill them over

together, and you have the Menetnuum Calieun EtuberctzZtrTo hCd-te



Regulue of 6 with 
H 

, /ou must pulverize the Reguzze grosly, as Bay-

salt; then strew it gently upon tne p in a matrass, and digest three or

four days; then grind together, and it wtll aAate- Thus you may do with

neg.and 
) . He found difficulty in doing it w'ith 

Q 
and Reg.but after di-

gestion, he let it stand a little while with p and salt upon it, and it &d,hted

of it seu with the p . If you digest eight days, the blackness you wash

away is a combustible sulphur, Iike powder of coal. He maketh Meneupial

\7 tfrus: Put store of quick dry sand upon 
Q - 

a cucurbite, and distill it

in very gentle fire, and most will come over in V : put this p upon new

H 
, and digest, and it wiII bring it into an oily substance; mingle this

with your CoaguLwn of spirit of wine, and spirit of urine (See Lullies Eight

(8) Etpertments I and make an A|.kahest of these, which wil l be perfect

when Lt is hadtedafi l f i@ . Then proceed as Lullyteacheth.

The said Dr. Clodzlze told me elso, that the great secret of purifying

all salts and vitriol,ete . , consisteth in the purifying the ltlenatruum (i. e.

p ) for if the p have feces, in which you dissolve thesr it rather increaseth

their foulness. He doth thus:

Set Equinox rain V (pure dew were better) to putrifie in glass vessels,

slightly covered (only to keep things from falling in) in a cellar; in six weeks

the putrefaction will be finished, and all the feces fallen to the bottom; filter

it, set the clear to putrifie again, which w'ill require longer time than before:

If you put some quick dry sand in it, it will help the putrefaction much the

sooner, drawing down the foulness to it. In this purified \/ dissolve your

salt, vitriol, salt of urine, ete;,. And you must have a gallon of this water
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to 5 i. of salt; for such dilating of the salt maketh the Menef,rzurnlighter

than the feces, and therefore they fall down.Idark theend, of Isaac Hollands

Pnoeeee upon vi t r io l ,  uhene he directeth diseoloing i t  in fa in l

dietitlea of f fihen filter and congeal, and this you may repeat two or three

times: Then take nine parts of this pure salt, and put to them one part of

pure spirit of wine, digest them together for seven or eight days, then dis-

till off the liquor very gently, and aborrt fourteen or fifteen parts will come

off in insipid flegm, and only one part, or a little more will remain with

the salt in a dry substance. Repeat this nine times with fresh spirit of

wine, till you have employed as much spirit of wine as you wrought upon

salt, which will be increased scarce one part: Put it then to sublime, and

every whit of it will rise in a pure sublimate, excepting a small parcel of

feces that will remain in the bottom: You may multiply this sublimate as

much as you will, by addition of spirit of wine to it; then distilling awaJr

the liquor, for the JF of the spirit of wine will adhere to the pure satt in

a pure saline form, and the rest will come away in an insipid flegm. But

in the end, this salt wilr be apt to come over in an oily liquor, and some-

times after that, in form of salt again: But he cannot yet penetrate into

the causes of these bodies coming over sometirnes liquid, sometimes dry.

Incorporate some of this salt with pure spirit of wine, and it will dissolve

O , and all metals.

TO PREPARE A MOiST EXCELLEI\IT MEDICINE WITH

TITIS MERCURIAL WATER, PROCEED THUS:

Take of the afore-said Menounial V , and of spirit of wine distilled



three times upon honey, and then rectified upon salt of Tartar, of each

equal parts; distil them together, until they be well united: Then to six

parts of this ltlenetruum put one part of a spungy Calx of O, digest them

together, until the Q is totally dissolved, except a little white earth,

which will remain in the bottom. Then distill in a retort in sand, and

cohobate so often, until the @ come over into the receiver. Then se-

parate it, by distiling in a cucurbite, and there

a Ruby in the bottom; whereof one drop in some

. for health. Tfrte di;eeoluti.on of O hath a

better than Amben and ldasR..

THE LUNARY V OF PARADISE, OR THE CELESTIAL

EAGLE OF THE LUNAR SPHERE, WHICH IS LULLY' S

TRUE SPIRITUAL LUNARY.

DissolveQU A.F. and precipitate it with spirit of salt, dry the Cab(,

and mix it with equal parts of Calx 
"f f , and thence distill the volatil cry-

stals or butter s. a. E:rpose this butter to the air to resolve into liquor,

that by that means it may make a derrtifique attraction of the spirit of the

world, which specifieth it self by this magnet. Put the clean liquon into

a cucurbite, and digest with a Lamp A lor fifteen days, at the end of which

time there will distil over anAEtherial liquor,uhieh is the Lunany; ui'th

uhieh Aou may uonk l , I i raelee in Physiek,  espeeial ly in aLL di .seaeee

of the head and bna' tn;  the doee is the scrme ui th the fonmen, micing

i t  Di th a f i t  Vehic le;  I lote that  i t  turneth aLL Liquons i .nto mi.Lk,

and is sometimes Enetiek.For transmutation, deflegm this yl as before

will remain a red Oyl like

fit vehicle, is admirable

moet Odifetous Beent,
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and you shall have the metalline gluten; which being digested pe? sq will

become a white powder of projection; and afterwards a red one: But it

will be better to add a tenth part of reaf @ or of the Sulphur of @ made

by the SaL Eni'q, It is multiplyed by new addition of the Lunary or Gluten.

Note, that this liquor is the Somrnet of the Lunary: For the volatil crystals

of O are the simple Lunary; but this coelestial V is the spiritual lunary,

or the highest point of the metalline salts: Note, that you may draw the

red and white Oyl of what remaineth, and proceed as before.

WATER OF PARADISE OF SATURN, OR JI]PITERS

CELESTIAL EAGLE.

?
Dissolve /7 n common A. F. and it will precipitate into a potentiaf p ;

dry it, and mix it in great quarrtity with equal parts of Calx of )6 or with

-l-
O : Draw the volatil crystals or butter from this, which resolve in the

air: Put the liquor irrto a glass cucurbite, w'ith its head and recipient, di-

gest with a gentle lamp A tne space of fifteen days; nothing will come over

by distillation, but only the liquor wilI maturate, and become red, and af-

terwards w'ithin twenty, thirty, or fourty days the rdeaof E *rrrise in-

visibly, and distill into the recipient, which is the V of paradise.

THIS V CURETH ALL SATURNIAN MALADIES, AND

MELANCHOLY, BEING MD(T \rrTE S. V. yOU MAy

GTVE IT IN ALL INFLAMMAfiONS BOTH TNWARD

AND OUTWARD: THE DOSE IS EQUAL WITH THE

FORMER.

To use it for metals, put this V of paradise into a small cucurbite
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and deflegm it with a Lamp A and there will remain the Saturnean Gluten,

the Philosophers Gum, o" 
H 

of the wise, A Lot, * c. Digest pe" sq or

add a tenth part of Q . This gum is the true metalline radical moisture.

ABOUT VITRUM ANTIMOMI, AIID THE TINCTURE OF IT.

Monsieur BoreZtold me, that he had observed this in making the tinc-

+L
ture of O (by distilled vinegar upon the glass of O ) that when he went to

dulcifie the salt that remaineth in the tincture after the distilled vinegar

is evaporated away (as Bas. VaZ. teacheth) he could never perceive that

the S evaporating carried away the remaining salt of the vinegar, but

still when the p was gone, and left the powder dry, it was as salt as

ever before, and was of a blown gray colour. But this he observed, that

after four or five times dissolving in V and evaporating, the tincture pre-

cipitated down very red, and the salt of the distilled vinegar remained dis'

solved in the $ , so that he then poured off the [ , and dryed the powder,

which then \ras exceeding red, and perfectly dulcified: But after thus se-

vering of the salt from it, S. V. would not touch upon it, and extract it any

further: Peradvenhrre a Tartarized S.V. will do it.

He also told me, that in making the vitrwn Antinoni for this work,

the mystery to have it certain and constant, consisteth in this; That after

you have calcined your 6 Ot long and gentle evaporation and stirring, so

that it smoak no more; and when you have put it in the crucible to melt into

glass, you must put to it a ltttle piece of a coal to burn with the 6 , and

set the sulphur of it on fire, which will make a little Regulus fall down to

the borttom, and the glass will be pure clear and red, whereas if no coal
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fall or be put in, it will be black and muddy: And that which maketh this

work of vitrifying the S p"orr" uncertainn is, that sometfunes some coals

fall irrto the crucible (as one gives great heat) wtthout the artists taking

notice, and then the work prorreth well, but if no wooden coals fall in,

the glass proveth not as it should.

Monsieur Ze Feol"eto]d me, that when he makes the tincture of Vit*un

Antimonii, he observes, as Monsiern, BoreZ saith, that if the extract of

it made by distilled vinegar be perfectly dutcified from all saltness, the

S. V. will not touch upon it; and if it be put upon it in dry powder, contain-

ing the salt of the distilled vinegar with the tincture of the $ , it will draw

with the tincture some nocuous spirits from the salt; therefore he doth

thus: Evaporate fair \Z from it two or three times, the last time leave

it very moist; then put s. v. upon it, and it will presently impregnate it

seU with the tincture.

A WHrTE SprRrT OF SULprruR To DrssoLVE o O,[D

H . GTVEN ME BY MONSIEUR BUGNEAU.Y,
Take the black spirit of surphur, made pen campana, pat it into a

glass retort well luted (for fear of breaking) all but a patch at the top as

big as a crown-piece, that you may thereby see (holding a candle near

it) in what state the riquor, therein contained, is: Distitl in sand, till

arl the flegm is come over, and that it begin to drop very sharp, which

happens to him after 
3,rj. or vij. are come over, of lbj. of spirit put

at first into the retort. By this time you shall see a litile lf sublime up

to the discovered place of the retort, and a brown circle of earthy sub-
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stance swimming upon the liquor about the sides of it joyning to the glass:

You must now give the A so quick, that the liquor boyl a llttle, and pre-

sently you shall see it turn all white, and the brown Coronaof earth be-

come white: Then let the fire die, and when the retort is cold, pour out

the spirit, which will look like rock p, and will leave some dregs behind;

you will have about Jix. of this spirit, put it upon $ttr. ofoinleaf, and

distill it gerrtly off, and after a while you shall see your O gttit" dissolved

into clear liquor; let it cool, and the ) wiU become a cake of crystal, and

some liquor will swim over it; pour off this liquor, and put 
5 

tj. of fresh

O t" (which now may be in small gnenaillel and it will dissolve this as

the former, and become a crystal by cold: The liquor that you then pour

off will dissolve 
5 

ti. more of fresh O , doing as before. Now the liquor

that remaineth after this third solution of O , will dissolve 
5 

ti. of run-

nittg U into a crystalline substance as the former.-+

This spirit of Sulphur thus rectified, being used inwardly (before it is

used with ) ) is much stronger than when it is black, at the first drawing,

and is much gratefuller to the taste, being mingled with p or other vehicle.

AN UNWERSAL MEDICTNE, FROM oeUO $, ANO C.

Take of thep nrenarea, as shall be taught hereafter, $!. of the

tincture of O , afterwards set down, 3 i. 
-i* 

them well together in a

glass mortar, then put them irrto a small matrass, and digest them with

a Lamp A wittr one wick only for ten days; then digest for ten days more

with two wicks, then with three, and lastly, with four wicks, which makes

fourty days digestion in all, at the end of which you shall have a red pow-
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der as red as a Ruby.

This powder is an Universal Medicine for the greatest and chronick

diseases: It cures the gout, dropsie, palsie, French-pox, plagiue, lep-

rosie, the evil, small-pox, and measles. Its visible operation is by

stools, by urine, and by sweat: The dose is from gr. iij. to iv. or v.

in conserve of borrage or violets.

TO PREPARE THE tf 
rOn THrS WORK.

Take gravelled ashes, (or instead thereof you may take the ashes of

dryed and burnt Lees of Wine) and of Quick-lime, of each equal parts,

boyl them together in V, and make a Li.xi.oizz,which filter. Take

5tti. or iv. of p rttae,putit into a matrass, andpour upon it of

the aforesaid Liditsium,so much as may covep it the breadth of four

fingers; digest with the second degree of heat, for three or four days,

theLicitsizrlrr will extract the tincture of tne 
Q 

ui.tae';then decant, and

put on fresh Linipiun,and digest. Repeat this, till you have extracted

all the tincture of your 
fl 

unUe,and the powder be well attenuated: Then

mix this powder with equal weight of sublimed itG , incorporate them well

together with double as much of Oyl of Tartar, then set it to putrifie in

fi.no for thirty days, changing the dung every sixth or seventh day. Then

put your matter in a marble mortar, and grind it well, adding a little warm

V to it; then add a liltte more water, but a little hotter than the first, and

grind it well; then let it settle, and decarrt the ! , and put on fresh warm

V , and grind as before, then let it settle, and decant the water; and put

vinegar upon it instead of V , and grind it, and you will see in a short



time the powder converted into runninS 
tf 

. Note, that if you sublime

Regulus of 6 with four times as muchdg , it w'ill sublirne with it invery

red flowers; out of which in the same manner you may extract p .

TO PREPARE THE TTNCTURE OF Q rOn THrS WORK.

Take fineQ in thin plates, dissolve it in A.R. then pour into the dis-

solution 
"o*" $ , and a fourth part of A. F. keep it in digestion untill the+

H 
t" all dissolved; the dissolution of O , which was of an or€rnge-colour

before, will now be white and clear, and the @ will precipitate to the bot-

tom in a very subtil and spunry Calx; decant the clear, and edulcorate the

powder of O , till it be freed from all Acrirnony, then dry it.

Then take fine Pumice-stone, and make it red-hot in a crucible, then

extinguish it in vinegar; reiterate the ignitions and extinctions five or six

times, then reduce it irrto subtil powder, which ignifie again for haU a

quarter of an hour, then make it as subtiL as you can. Then put a bed of

this powder into a crucible, about a fingers breadth, upon that put a bed

of your powder of O : Continue thus stratifying until all the powder of O

be in, then cover the crucible with another, and lute them well together,

and put it into a glass oven where they prepare their matter, so that the

crucible may be always red during twenty four hours, and that the matter

in the crucible may not melt. Then take out the matter out of the crucible,

and pulverize it; then put this powder in a matrass, and pour upon it of the

following dissolvent, so much as may cover it three fingers breadth, digest

it in ashes for thirty four days, within a few hours you will see the disso-

lution tincted of an orange colour; after four days digestion decant the tinc-
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ture, and pour on more of the dissolvent, digest as before. Repeat this

till you have extracted all the tincture of your powder; then filter all your

extracts, and evaporate with a genile A to dr;rness, and you will have a

yellow powder of an orange-colour; put this powder irrto a rnatrass, and

pour upon it a S. V. prepared as shall be taught hereafter; digest it, and

in two days the S. V. will be tincted as red as blood, which decant, and put

on fresh S.V. digest and decant. Repeat this so often till you have extrac-

ted all the tincture otrt of the powder: Then disti[ off the tincted S. V. in B.

with a gentle heat to dr;mess; and thus is the tincture of O prepared for this

work, to be used with the saia p of 6 , as is said above.

Note, That if you digest and circulate this tincture in Fimobefore you

distill the S. V. from it, and then distill and cohobate two or three tirnes,

and abstracting hau the s. v. from it, you will have a kind of an Aupum

Potabi Ze, which is a very great coruoborant in the greatest weakness:

The dose is five or six drops in any convenient vehicre.

THE DISSOLVENT.

Mert salt in a crucible, then take rbj. thereof and pulverize it; mix

this powder with lbiij. of honey, boyl them together in an iron kettle to

the consistence of a suppository; then cast this matter upon a smooth

stone, and being cold, pulverize it, and put it into a retort; pour upon it

distilled vinegar rectified, lbiij. Digest for twerrty four hours, then dis-

tiU in sand by graduated A , giving strong A at last for six hours, that

the retort may be red; then let it stand to cool the space of twelve hours:

Then distill this vinegar in a cucurbite in ashes, separating the flegm,
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rectifie it three or four times more, and it will be wbite and clear; before

it was yeUow.

TO PREPARE THE SPIRIT OF WINE, FIT FOR TIIIS

TINCTURE OF o .

Take salt of Tartar well purified by several dissolutions, filtrations,

and coagulations, and then reduced to powder, 5 i.r. which put into a re-

tort, and pour upon it lbij. of rectified spirit of wine, Iet it stand so twent5r

four hours, then distill only lbj. of it in ashes, and you shall have an ex-

cellent spirit of wine, fit to draw tinctures. In the same manner you may

extract the tincture of Coral, putting the Corals whole with the Pumice-

stone, which by its dr;rness will extract the tincture of the Corals, leaving

them as white as starch.

In the same manner you may also extract the tincture of O, which will

be blew.

(Sir Kenelm D. ) This process was given to Monsieur Vrto, Physician

of Elurges, bY Monsieur Mayo, Sieur de Vancours. This Monsieur Mayo

was a great friend and confident of Monsieur de la Violette, who gave hin

this operation, and they made it together. He said, that this was the solid-

est and best thing that Monsieur de la Violette had. He gave this to Monsieur

Vrto in acknowledgment of a very great good turn he had done him, and after

Monsieur Vrto had refused to receive of him a present of great value.

A great corroborant and Sudoni.fiek;rrought by Monsieur Du Closs,

Physician at Paris; given me by him the l6th of August, 1660.

DissolveO UV means of salt, Nitre, and allom,* c. after Zuelfer,s
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ma.nner; then evaporate away the ! , and Put S. V. upon the remaining

powder, and it will go atl into a tincture' or rather alJ' the Q wiU ais-

solve in the S.V. leaving the salts, most of which will precipttate in the

S. V. Then he precipitateth the @ with Oyl of Tartar, and washeth and

dryeth it, then reverberateth it, and it is in a deep red powder; and this

he called Cnoeus Solie.'(But it is not so, almost aIl the @ remaineth

still in the solution (which is yellow) and Oyf of Tartar will not precipi-

tate it, so that it is rather the salts that remained in the S. V. and a little

mingled with them:) But take spirit of honey (the vinegry spirit) two parts,

and one part of S. V. and pour this upon the solution, and all the @ wUf

precipitate like a green mud; pour off the liquor, and put fair \/ to the pre-

cipitation, and 
"o*" fl, 

and so you may have all your @ , which when it

is dry, will be a deep-red powder, but iJ you reverberate it, and ddateit

witn 
S, 

and Sind it with Sulphur, and then burn and reverberate it, it

will all fly away: And this is his best way of calcining and opening @.

upon this calx of O he putteth his I'!enetnuum'471d in twenty four hours

it will tinct it seU as red as blood, which if you digest long, an Oyl will

swirn upon it; he evaporated the Menstruum till it be thick' and digests that

with a Lamp furnace.

HIS MENSTRUUM IS THUS MADE:

Take pure S. V. and pure spirit of urine, crnct t put them together, and

distill off the S. V. with very gerrtle heat, there will remain a flegmatick

liquor in the bottom: Cohobate the S. V. upon it till there remain only per-

fect flegma in the bottom, and that all the spirits and volatile salt of the
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urine be in the S. V. Thls is a great dissolvent and alkahest; but it wiU

be stronger if you work it again with new spirit of urine, and so you may

make it as strong as you will: But this hath not the properties of, Eelmont,e

pretende'd alkahest, to come off from the body it hath dissolved, as strong

as you put it on, for it leaveth much of the saline spirits with the opened

body, if you distill it off: He found some rumingt! in the filters after he

had dissolved the @ only as far as Zoelfenteacheth; which solution openeth

it exceedingly, and rendereth it apt to mercurialization; but he useth most

the following Calx of O : Make an ar,a of O ""0 H 
in due manner, which

g?ind well with flowers of Sulphur, and set it upon coals, and so make a

CaIx of Qtut artis est) Repeat this calcination two or three times, then

take the Calx 
"f O , and grind it exceeding well with twice as much pure

decrepitated salt; put these into a crucible, which cover well, and set it

to cement or reverberate during six hours (or more) in a furnace where

the heat may be increased by degrees, so that in due ti'ne the crucibles

become red. Corrtinue so a pretty tim.e, but have a care the salt melt not:

When it is cold, take out the matter, and grind it well, and pour hot I

upon it, to dissolve all the salt, and filter it off, and pour on more V ,

doing so till you have severed all the salt from the @ (as also a white

earthy substance, that will swim upon the ! ) then dry the Q , which

grind again with double its quantrty of prepared salt, (the same salt will

serve again when the $ is distilled from it) and cement it, and work all

as before, taking care always, that the I settle well to the bottom after

you have stirred it in the [ . Repeat this six, seven, or eight times (the
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more the better) till the@ come to be all a gray or white powder: Then

cement it with double its quantity of pure salt of Tartar, in the same rrr4n-

ner as you did with salt, and do always all as before. Repeat this two, three,

or four tirnes, dulcifying it every time very well from the salt: Then put

upon it (beingvery dry) the Menetruumof S.V. andSpini,t of Uninerrl€r-

tioned before, and it will be tincted blood-red in twenty four hours: Pour

off that, and ptrt on more, till you have drawn out all the tincture, which

distill in a cucurbite with very gentle A , tUt it become a gum, of which

he putteth Jj. ittto a pint of sack, and giveth a spoonful for a dose. It is

a mighty corroborant, as also a sudorisick, where nature requireth it. It

will make one sweat twenty four hours.

The marurer of making his Menstnuum'is, to put the two spirits into a

Iong cucurbite with a narrow mouth, on which he put a head, fitting it in the

orifice, but very large in the body of it, and so distilleth off his S. V. and

cohobateth it upon the same spirit of urine, till the volatile salt be drawn

out of it, or upon new, as you see occasion.

Quaerg,Oif. putting 1l1is Menstnuumupqn a spungr gray CaIx of O , made

after VanDykeeway.

THE METALLINE AUREAL V, ON THE AETHEREAL

AURUM POTABILE, WHICH IS A VERY GREAT MEDI-

CINE FOR THE GOUT: IT IS THE TRUE HERMAPHRO-

DITICK BATH.

Dissolve ) i" A. F. then precipitate it with spirit of salt, then edul-

corate the powder and dry it, then mix it with its weight 
"f 6 (or Calx of
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t ) ai"tUl a transparent butter thereof: Take of this butter one part, mix

it w'ith as much of Calx of O (made by dissolving O in spirit of salt) di-

gest them together, until they be reduced into a liquor: Distill this liquor

in a retort, the spirit of salt will come over first, and then will follow a

red butter, which is the great Chalybs, which resolves into a liquor in the

air; put this liquor into a cucnrbite, joyn a head and receiver to it, and

then digest with a Lamp A for fifteen days, then an Aethereal liquor will

begin to come over in an invisible form, which will distill into the recipient:

Deflegm this liquor until you come to the eagles metalline gluten; which is

digested (either pe? se or with O ) itt" a true physical stone: When it is

in an Aethereal liquor you may take two drops of it in some cordial spirit.

THE EAGLES GLUTEN, OR 9 
O" THE WrSE, OR

METALLINE MENSTRUUM; WITH WTIICH AND LIONS

BLOOD IS MADE THE METALLINE STONE.

The gluten is of divers sorts: The first is altogether mineral, and is

drawn from p 
""a 6 , If you joyn Sulphur of f, with this gluten, you may

make a medicinal stone of it. The second is metallick, D'iz. Saturneal,

Lund"V, and Auneal. The third is partly mineral, and partly metalline' as

for example, when one draws a liquor (which doth not wet) from 
V 

* 6

(that is to say, from its repercuted Catx) 
""d 

6 , which is the magnet of

the spirit of the world; then draw the gluten as you know. The gluten is

mineral and metalline, and is sufficient to make the physical stone of it,

both mineral and metalline.

Note, that ilyou digestpen ee, what sort of gluten soever, you may
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Eake the physical stone of it. But for to shorten the work, you may add

O ; for all metalline or mineral gluten contains in it seU its internal

Sulphur, which may be coagulated and fixed into a true Aetherial panaeea.

But its best toadd this solary fermerrt, as shall be said hereafter. Won-

derful things may be performed (both in Physick, and in Transmutation of

Metals) with any sort of gluten, either mineral or metalline. The $ of

paradise differs not from the gluten, except that it containeth some parts

more liquid, and as yet full of fl.egm, as shall be shewed.

WATER OF PARADISE, OR OF THE HERMETICK

EAGLE, WHEREOF ARE MADE UNHEARD-OF

MEDICINES, AND POWDERS OF PROJECTION.

The $ of paradise is a certain fiery of Aethereal \/ drawn from Coa-

Iestial bodies, chiefly from @ ana) , without the mixture of any waterish

flegm; so that, what is attracted is the universal spirit, the informing form

of the elemerrts, that of the world, influence of the stars, soul of the world,

the vital nutriment, laterrt in the air. This V is most potent to drive out

all diseases, it being altogether astral, and needeth not be taken by drams,

scruples, or grains, but the twentieth part of a grain is sufficient for a

dose; yea, alrnost the vapour only of this gltrten sufficeth, as you shall see:

It is attracted by several things, or (to speak plain) there are several things

which attract it from the stars; f irst, by sendt,uogiushis magnet, orChalybe,

but it requires a longer tirne to have this gluten, or this philosophical [ ,

which is all, to all universal; for it requireth seven months to prepare this

universal Menetrtt?,tm,after you have the salt of nature; which is a thing in-
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determinate, and requireth a metallick ferment, specifick, for to specifie

and determinate it. This most noble way is clearly and neatly shewn by

the author: But there are qther ways, which are shorter, by which this

spirit of the world is attracted by several magnets, whereof shall be spo-

ken hereafter. Note, that the physical stone may be made of all sorts of

waters of paradise; for it is the philosoph** 
9 

which is sufficient for

himseU and for thee; for it contains in it seU a pure Sulphur, which may

be congealed into a Panaeea.'But for to shortenthe work, the solar or

lunar ferment is added, to the end that this gluten, or fiery $ may be

sooner congealed and fixed: So that, besides this Genenatieina walr

or this universal stone of the philosophers, there are five other stones;

to wit, first, the simple mineral, made of 
9 

pe" se,o? witn 
Q 

ana 6 ,

with the Sulphur of 6 . The second is the simple metalline stone, made

with) ody, with { , or with Q and solar fermdnt. Thirdly, there is

a stone which is partly metallick, and partly mineral, made 
"f 6 , 

9 
,

andQ, whereof A"tef iue'  FLameL, Pontanue'Zaehairr  4Dd others

have written. Fourthly, there is a vegetable stone. Fifthly, the animal

stone. We shall treat of all these stones, under the names of the V of

paradise, or the hermetick eagle, or virgins milk.

WATER OF PARADTSE OF COMMON 
H , O* HERMES

HIS EAGLE, OF THE TERRESTRIAL AND CELESTIAL

fr
Y'

Sublime p tn"." or four times urith salt, Nitre, and vitriol; then dis-

solve it in A. F. and digest, then by distillations and cohobations, unite the
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salts armoniac of the A. F. to which (to have it more powerful) you may

put an eighth part of if : Distil and cohobate so often, till the I 
"o*""+

to be like wax, and that it dissolveth easily inhunido . Then dissolve this

matter pen deliquiun,that it may attract the ywhich is contained inthe

air: Put this liquor in to a small cucurbite, joyn its head and recipient,

and digest with very gentle A with a Lamp. Nothing will come over during

fifteen days, but afterwards, there will come over an Aethereal liquor,

which is the V of paradise: Two drops of this g put into 5 t r. of S. V.

is an excellent medicine against the pox, for it is the nfanet p . The dose

is one spoonful. The physical stone is made of this vi.rginal, or astral milk,

to wit, distill its flegm, in a small cucurbite, with the same Lamp A , and

the gluten or mineral gum will remain in the bottom; of which by digestion

is made the physical or medicinal stone. But note, that if you add O , the

operation is sooner accomplished. Note also, that if you cast one drop of

this lof paradise upon a thin plate of 
I , or of d, tt wiII penetrate and

whiten it through and through, before it is fermented with @. Note also,

that that which remaineth after the distillation, will serve also. If you

would then make a stone, differerrt from that which is made with the virginal

milk only, proceed thus: After you have distilled the y of paradise, distill

over with a gentle A in ashes what remaineth, and you shall have a white

Oyl; then force over the remaining part in a retort, and you shall have a red

Oyl; cast away the remaining feces. Take one part of the red O5rl, and four

parts of the white OyI, and eight parts of the V of paradiser put them into

a matrass, and digest them in an athanon ur$il all the colours appear one
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after another, and that the gluten be fixed into white. If then you augmeut

the A, it will become a red medicine, of which you may make projection

thus: Take an hundred parts of q , heat it in a crucible, and cast upon it

one part of this fixt medicine, and all will be a medicine; whereof cast one

part upon another hundred parts 
"t 

g, stirring it with a stick; then melt

them together. Cast one part of this medicine upon an hundred parts of

E 
, and all will be converted into ) o" @ , according to the tincture.

In this manner, all metals and minerals may be reduced into tinctures by

their V of paradise, GF c. Note, that this work may be done also with 
Q

dissolved in A. F. and precipitated with spirit of salt; the Calx dryed and

united with CaIx of \( "nd 6 , and thence the volatile crystals, or butter

extracted, wherewith you may proceed as was said: Or, you may make

also a V of paradise, made with { pen deliquium.

THE ANTIMONTAL V OF' PARADTSE, OR THE HEn,-

METICK CAELESTIAL EAGLE WIIH TWO HEADS.

Extract a butter from equal parts 
"f 

6 and $ sublimate: Dissolve
+

this butter inthe air inT, C , andE ; p,tt the Liquor into a glass cu-

curbite with its head and recipient, lute well all the junctures; excite the

Arehaeuswhich is in hirn, by a very gerrtle heat in ashes, by a Lamp A ,

which will matr.rrate the matter in the space of fifteen or twerrty days: Then

drive up its rays irrto the head, which will be seen corporal in the recipient

in the form of a clear S . This V is all fiery, and is the coelestial Eagle

with two heads. Put it irrto a cucurbite, and deflegm it urith the same Lamp

A , and there will remain in the bottom of the cucurbite the mineral gluten,



or the viscous p, which doth not wet ones hands. You may prepare medi-

cine of this coelestial AEthereal p thus: Put two drops of it into $ iv. of

S.V. it wil l furn as white 4s 6ilk. ?hie Medieine Cuneth the Dnopeie, the

Epi lepei ,e,  Madnesa & ete.The dose is f rom 
Ji3.  to 

3O. Now, i f

you would have the powder of projection, you must digest the gluten pev Be,

as was said; or (which is better) add a terrth part of @ in leaf, and digest

or draw the red and white Oyl, and proceed as in the former process, and

you shall have a medicine both for man, and for metals.

WATER OF PARADISE OF VENUS AIID MARS, O* 
9

AND dceptTVATED, wHENcE coMETH CTIPID,

OR THE SOLAR PANACEA.

Although these metals cannot take the MereuriaL V, nor give volatile

crystals, 
""O, Y , and I, Uo, because they are veryMencuniaZ, andthe

former almost all Sulphurous, nevertheless you may do it thus: Dissolve

Q 
and d (.""fr by it self) in the saht And,nogine,alhich hath but little

Sulphnr, to the end, that it may dissolve more easily: Then make a Lici-

uiun'which precipitate with your liquor 
"f E; dry the precipitated Calx,

and sprinkle it with a good deal of spirit of salt; then mix it with 6 , and

distill volatile crystals thereof; with which proceed as before. The !

of paradise is made 
"f I 

ody, and is called 17r or 
Q 

tris aetrum.

It cures the Pox, Gout, & c. The gluten of these metals is digested

either Pe? se, or with a solar ferment, as before, irrto a panaeea, which

is a wonderful medicine, and wilr cure maladies in men and metals.
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THE THRICE NOBLE WATER OF' PARADISE,

OR APOLLO MEDENS.

Distill. the fiery and volatile crystals from p .r ), with catx of

Jupiten, which keep. Dissolne Q in spirit of salt, which joyn with equal

parts of your crystals; digest, and then distil, the spirit of salt will come

over immediately first, then will follow the red cryetals: E:rpose this terre-

strial O to the coelestial, that it may satisfie it seU with its solary rays,

and then dissolve it seU into a liquor, which will be a magnet and an Amar-

anth AEthereal and im:rrortal. Put this solary and lunary liquor into a glass

cucurbite, and distill with a Lamp A tfris noble, metalline, radical mois-

ture, those invisible rays of the@ , or this Vof paradise, during fourty

or fifty days. This V is V of Nature, an excellerrt attractive, and its po-

wer is ineffible. Thie I dri,uee out aLL Malad.ies, and comforts Nature,

and is a royal medicine; for rtis the astF'rn of the@, or a Q between

the Terrestrial and Coelestial O. Of this rs ApoLLo funend; for its rays,

or its $ kileth p , which they convert into true O , 
"" 

also all other me-

tals. In this liquor you may dissolve @ U you will, but it will not be nec-

essary; for when it is freed of its flegm, the solary gluten remains, which

you may digest per aeruntil it acquire a purple colour. ThusO i" exalted

to make a tincture. The S of paradise is the AEthereal Aunum potabile;

dissolve two drops theleof in 3t". of s.v. the dose is Stj. This is the

V of Nature, which is multiplyedad infinitunsy new addition of the glu-

ten, $ c. Note, that when this Panaeeais fixed, it is the Panaceaof Pana-

eears, which cureth maladies, both in men and metals.
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Note, that this Vof paradise converts all metals into @ , if you di-

gest their plates in the same; yea, one drop thereof penetrates a plate

of O , and transmuteth it into most fine Q . There is also made another

ApoLLo Medene,which is joyned withspir" i tous Regulus of  6 ,  to wi t ,

the flowers reduced, or fieryRegulus, and conjoyned in the sulphurous

SaL Entaaeand both precipitated into an aureal antimoni4l Panaeea, But

this panaeedis not eomparable to the other. ApoLTo furens is the same

V of paradise, the which are the invisible solary rays, by which the vo-

latility 
"t H 

is killed, and is converted into @ ; .rra the same it is with

the solary V . ApoLLo Moniens is the Eclipse of the @ in the above-men-

tioned fiery and Aethereal Menstruume.'For in all sorts ot Menstnuums it

putrifies, groweth black, and maturates in the space of fifteen days: But

after that, it resuscitates before the Judge ApoLLo neeuseitane,

AN UNHEARD-OF ARCANUM, OR NEW AND UNHEARD

OF LUNARY, WTIEREWITH IS MADE THE ELIXIR, OR

METALLINE STONE.

Dissolve what quantity of )rou prease in the sal And.roginein four

a vessel of copper, then make a Liaioi,un which filter, reduce into a body

what remaineth with | , and re-dissolve it in new,saZ And.rogi.neas be-

fore. Reiterate this, till all yourO to through the filter with the Lici-

uiur4 and you will be sure to have a ) altogether spirituous and volatile,

which you will find to be true to your loss, if you precipitate it with an

acid liquor, and reduce it wfth fi ; for it will all fly away at the coppet;

hours time haU your ) wiU be dissolved into a very red salt, pour it into
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the same will happen if it be attracted by plates ot g . Theee tlo effeets
haoe happened to me by inad,oentenee,

Note, that this spirituou" ) is a potential and spirituous 
@ , as you

will find' il you rejoyn it with its body at the coppel: Ttrere is nothing to

say to that. Note, that the corporal 
Q which is added, retains all what is

of the Nature 
"f O , which renders it afterward in the separating p .

Therefore, take all these filtred solutions (which are yellow if the lavers

be made with odor of metals) and precipitate them totally into a lunary

sulphur of a golden colour, adding a sufficient quarrtity of that which pre-

cipitates it: That which precipitates it is of our invention, and is of the

saturniazjuice, which swims upon ttre p or f, , when its solution is

repercuted by the salt [. Dry this lunary golden precipitate genily, and

mix it with ana of calx of t , made pe? se in thep ; or if you will, you

may draw the butter or fiery crystals with ana of 6 , tn" crystals are re-

solved pe" 8e in the air. And with this unheard-of magnet are miraculously

attracted the influences of the stars, or the V of Nature. This is chiefly

done in the belly of ? ; that is to say, in the month of ApriZ and Mav..

Note here a very great secret, which is, that there is no flegm attracted

by this magnet, brrt onely the pure nutriment of life, or the fiery vitat

viand which is hidden in the centre of the air; which you will find tru e, if

you put some waterish part irrto this liquor; for you shall see that it will

not mix with it in any wise, but will swim upon it in an heterogene form, as

Milk: You must further separate this liquor, which is the simpre lunary,

in which O i" easily dissolved: For from this corporar runary you must
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have a spiritual and unheard-of lunary. Put then this liquor in a glass

cucurbite with its head and recipient, and digest in ashes with a very

gentle heat by a Lamp the space of one philosophical month. Nothing

will distill over during the first fifteen days, or more; but it will become

a red Sea, and the matter will maturate, and after that, you shall see that

by this gentle heat the metalline soul will mount invisibly upon the wings

of the wind, or the spirit of the world, and will fall into the recipient in

the form of tears, which are the tears of Diana,. This liquor is much

more preeious than pure (i), and of very great vertue. Continue the dis-

solution, whilst the Arehaeusof Nature chaseth it, which is done in fifteen

days at the farthest. In this operation is done, what Henmea saith, thou

shalt separate, the subtll from the spirit gently, and with great dexterity.

This distillation is altogether Natural, and is perfected by the ortly Anehaeus

of Nature. This liquor is the SpirituaL Lunarg which contains in it self

hdy, Spirit, and Soul; rtis the Y of Patadtse,the Lrrnar Sphere, the

Metalline Fountain, and the Universal Metalline Menstpuum. It is a most

certain anti-epileptick and Cephalick: If one or two drops of it are mixt

with I i.r. of S. V. all will become like Milk. For it is all A ; which
a)

changes the moist Element of the S. V. as being contrary to it, or at least

not coruratural.

TO MAKE THE METALLINE STONE PER SE OF

THIS SPIRITUAL LUNARY.

Take this liquor, and put it irrto a small glass cucurbite; leave it un-

covered, evaporate it in ashes with a gentle Lamp A, to the end, that if



there be any moisture from the air, it may exhale, and there will remain

in the bottom of the cucurbite the metalline gum, the lunary gluten, the

Azol, d c. which will liquifie at the least heat, as butter, and will con-

geal by cold. Put this gum into a matrass, which seal hermetically, and

digest pen ae,Lt will become black, and after white, and then it is the

white stone; then by increasing the A , it will become of a citrine colour,

and red, without a solary ferment: And the King is made of the Queen, or

the immersion 
"f Ointo a solary tincture. But for to shorten the worh

add urrto this gluten a terrth part of @ in leaf, or Sulphur 
"f O made spi-

ritual bythe SulphurousSaL Enicapgnd digest as was said: The augmen-

tation of this stone is by addition of new metalline gluten. Note, that this

spiritual lunary tingeth 
H 

*. true ), if you digest it therein; also a

plate of Q is perforeted by putting one drop of this I upon it. Note also,
?

that when you have distilled the lunary, that which remaineth is an eternal

magnet. To that effect, resolve it again in the air, and manage it by a

Lamp as before. Then distilt an AEthereal Liquor, which is yet impreg-

nated with a lunary soul, and distilleth into the recipient, and then goeth

anew into a gluten: And this is done ad infi,nitun. Note also, that that

which remains, may be distilled, and you shall have first, a white lunary

OyI (which is the philosophers Oyl of Talc; for the true O5r1 of Talc is the

lunary coagulatedper eeand fixed into a white stone, which is fixt and

soft. ) Second1y, you shall have the red Oyf by augmenting the A . If you

will make the stone of these matters, take of the red OlrI one part, and of

the white Oyl four parts, and eight parts of the lunary reduced into gluten:
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Put this into a matrass, and digest until all be fixed into white, and after

by continuing become red. This medicine ought not to be fermented; for

it is the true metalline soul, reduced into a tincture. This last digestion

must be in an Athanonwith a charcoal A.

(Hartman) These waters of Paradise and Glutens, and c. were given

to Sir K. (abotrt eight or nine months before he died) by a French Gentle-

man, a great Scholar.

MONSIEUR BARKLYTS FIXATION OF COMMON SUL-

PHUR, AND THE TINCTURE THEREOF, WHICH IS

AN EXCELLEI\TT MEDICINE IN ALL AFFECTS OF

THE BREAST AND LUNGS.

Tahe flowers of Sulphur, or Sulphur pulnerized very subtil; put it into

a matrass, and pour upon it so much spirit of Sulphu" pe" Campanam, as

may cover it the breadth of three fingers. Lute the matrass well, and put

it in digestion for fifteen days, or three weeks, or so long until the flowers

og StrrFhur come to be very black: Then distill off all the spirit of Sulphur

to dr;mess; break the matrass, and take out the Sulphur, which pulverize

again, and put it into another matrass, and pour upon it the spirit of Sul-

phur you distilled off, and distil as before to drSrness. Repeat this twice

more, which maketh three cohobations in all without the first distillation.

Then take your black and f ixt Sulphur, and reduce it to a very subtil. pow-

der, and put it to reverberate in a glass oven the space of a fortnight or

three weeks, it w'ill change its blackness into white, and after yellow, and

at last come to be of a reddish brown colour. The tincture of this red fixt
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Sulphur, is e:rbac,ted with spirit of salt well rectified.

He made thus his spirit of salt for this: Talce salt lbj. dissolve it in

five quarts of fair V , and fllter it; put it into a cucurbite, and pour upon

it by little and little lbj. of good Oyl of Vitriol, and joyn the head and reci-

pient; when it is dl in, it will begin presently to distill over cold: Set it

in sand, and with moderate heat drive over as much as will rise, which

rectifie from the flegm: There will remain in the bottom of the cucurbite

a wonderful salt, that is exceeding fusible.

After he had extracted the tincture, he distilled away all the spirit of

salt, till the tincture was dry: Of this he gave three grains for a dose, and

found it a great diaphoretick, but it was somewhat rough and sharp in the

stomach: Whereupon he dulcified it by several ablutions in fair V ; then

gave the same dose, and it wrought excellently well in all colds of the

breast and lungs.

(Hartman) This relation is of Sir K. Digby.

THE COUNTESS OF KENTS POWDER, AS IT WAS

PREPARED BY SIR KENELM DIGBY}S ORDER IN

HIS OPERATORY.

Take I i.r. of the black ends of the shares of crabs, the sun being in
+)

the sign of Caneetrcrabs-eyes, fine pearls and corals prepared, of each

$ 
j. VeUow amber 3$ . Roots of, Contraye"oa Virginie2 snake-root,

ana jri. Oriental Bezoan jtti. of the bones that are found in the hearts

of stags 9t r. Reduce all into a subtil powder; moisten the crabs claws

and the powders of pearls and corals with a little juiceand crabs-eyes,
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of lemons, to make them ferment a little: Then the next day mix aII well

together, adding 
$ l. of tincture of saffron, and pour upon the mass (when

you incorporate it) three or four spoonfuls of spirit of Honey, or instead

thereof you may take jelly of hartshorn, and jelly of the skins of vipers

dryed in the shadow. Then add to this composition 
J 

j. 
"t 

lnoehisque

of vipers; grind it all well together to make it well incorporate: Then make

it up into balls, and let them dry, and keep them for use.

This Powder is a most excellent remedy in all epidemical distempers,

all malignant, spotted, and purple fevers; to drive out the small-pox and

measles. It is sudorisick, and resists aII corruption, and is admirable

in a surfeit. It drives the venom from the heart, and hinders the vapours

to fly up into the head and brain. It drives out by transpiration all bad

humours, corroborates and strengthens nature. The dose is from six

to twenty, or twerrtSr five grains. In an extremity of the Plague, one may

take from thirty to fourty grains.

(Hartman) Sir K. D. had the Powder always ready by him in his closet;

and I remember that many persons of quality sent to him for some of it

when any of their children had the small-pox or measles; and never any did

miscarry of all those that took it. It is also excellent against the biting of

mad dogs, stinging of vipers, and other venemous beasts.

A VERY EFFICACIOUS REMEDY AGAINST THE EPILEPSE,

OR FALLING-SICKNESS, WIIEREWITH SIR KENELM DIGBY

CURED A MIMSTERS SON, NAMED MR. LICHTENSTEIN,

AT FRANCFORT IN GERMANY, IN THE YEAR 1659. TO
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WHICH I WAS AN EYE-WITNESS.

Talce of the skull of a man that died of a violent deatt5 of the parings

of nails of man, ena 
5 

tj. Reduce this to a subtil powder, and grind it

upon a marble stone; then take polypody of the oak very dry, 
5tj. Mis-

letoe of the Oak, gathered in the wain of the Moon, 
3 6. misletoe of the

hasie-tree, misletoe of the tile-tree, of each 3 tj. piony-root 
t$. .

Rdduce all into a subtil powder: Then take 
Jrri. 

of sugar, boyl it to the

consistence of rose-sugar; then mix all the powders with it, and stir them

well together over the fire that they may well incorporate together: Then

take it from the fire, and make it up ir$o litt1e tablets of about a dram

apiece; whereof give one in the morning fasting, and two or three hours

after dinner, and another two hours after supper: Corrtinue this whilst

the tablets last.

ANOTHER FOR THE SAME.

Sir Kenelm Digby relates, that in the year 1663, the Lady Warwick

told him, that a daugtrter of her husbands elder brother had the falling-

siclsress in the greatest extremit;r, so that she fell like a log seven or

eigtt tirnes a day without any motion. They had put her into the hands

of the ablest physitians in England, who in effect could do her no good.

A gentlemen" one of their neighbours, undertook to cr.re her, and per-

formed the cure thus: Take true misletoe of the Oak, the leaves, the

berries, and all the tender branches; dry it gently in an oven after the

bread is drawn; then reduce it to a fine powder, of which give as much

as will lye upon a shilling for one of ripe years; for middle aged, a
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six-pence, for a child, a groat: Gine it mornings and evenings in cow-

slip-water three days before, and three days after the full of the Moon.

Repeat this remedy for some months together. This cured also my Lord

Herber.ts son, and many other persons of quality. The best time to gather

the misletoe of the Oak, is in the month of September, when it bears ber-

ries, and in the waning of the Moon.

THE PREPARATION OF THE SILVER PILLS AGAINST

THE DROPSIE, AS THEY WERE PREPARED BY SIR

KENELM DIGBY' S ORDER IN TTIS OPERATORY.

Take refined O 5 
j. dissolve it in 5 tti. of the best spirit of Nitre

in a matrass, then evaporate away all the spirit of Nitre to dryness in a

low cucurbite, or in some other fit vessel; then dissolve the matter in a

sufficient quantity of rose-water, filter the dissolution through gray paper,

and evaporate it again to the consistence of a dry salt as before. Then take

3 tj. of fine salt-petre, dissolne it in rose-wat€rr filter the dissolution,

and evaporate it in a large wide vessel of glass, to the consistence of a

salt. Then mix the) and this salt together, and put them in a large

glass, pouring upon them so much rose-water as will dissolve them into

a greenish liquor: Then evaporate it in sand to the consistence of a white

salt; then take it out of the sand, and being quite cold, put it into a glass

or marble mor-tar, and prrt to it Ji;. of fine wheat-flower; grind them

well together, then add so much rose-water as will make it a mass fit

for pills: Then make it up irrto pills of the bigness of pease, put them

between two papers, and let them dry in the shadow, and they will be of
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a purple colour; keep them in a wooden box.

DIRECTIONS FOR THE USE OF THESE SILVER PILLS.

They are a specifick against the dropsie, the patient is to take one of

them at six or seven of the clock in the morning, taking some broath about

two hours after it with eight or ten drops of spirit of salt in it. Their oper-

ation is by stools, and by urine; you must continue it until the cure be per-

fected. Note, that if the patierrt be weak, he must take the pill but once

in two days, and in all broaths and drink, he ought to take some dose of

spirit of salt, as is said abone. If there be need of sweatin$, You must

use some dry stoves, and give him always of the following salts: Talce

salt of urine, sart of worrn-lvood, ana 3 tj' add harf a scruple of oyl of

Amber, and as much of spirit of urine, with 
I 

ii. of fine sugar; mix aII

well together in a glass or stone mortar, whereof give Eit. for a dose

in hag a glass of white-wine when the patierrt is sweating in the dry stove'

and not in a bath of water: And every third day you must repeat this reme-

dy, and he will be cured within three days. The evacuation is by abundance

of sweat and urine.

(Hartrnan) I cannot omit to relate here a storyr which I have often heard

Sir Kenelm Digby tell concerning a famotrs cure of a desperate dropsie' done

by Dr. Farrar upon an eminerrt Lord, who was over-grown with the dropsie'

his belly and stomach swelled to a prodigious bigness, and was given over

by the ablest physicians as incurable. Sir K. D. made the bargain between

the Lord and the Doctor, who was to have five hundred pounds for the cure:

But when the Lord was cured, he would give the Doctor no more than three
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hundred pounds, eaying, that five hundred pounds was too much money,

and that all the ingredients he used could not stand him in twerfy shillings.

The remedies were thus: Having first well purged the patient with some

fit purge (as of JaLLaprVannarsenal to carry away wary humours, he

gave him the following broath. A moderate broath was made of mutton,

chickens, and capon, or hen, but not near; the broath was not strong of

the meat, nor too weak, but such as the patient migtrt drink all the day,

for he was to drink no other liquor; they made but aborrt a potfle of broath

at a tirne, for it would not keep: And for this quarrtity they took a gal1on

of water, irrto which the doctor put above a handful of garlick, and ros€-

mary, penyroyal, thymer sweet-marjoram, fennel-roots, parsley-roots,

as also currans, and a sufficient quantity of salt. And after some days

taking the broath, they put irrto everJr draugtrt of the broath (the patierrt

took) above a spoonful of the crude juice of garlick, stamped and pressed

out. But if you cannot bear always to drink this broath, then use the follow-

ing decoction: Take Sarsapanil la J=ij. China-roots 
J 

v. saeeafnas

3 
iii. cut all these very small, and pour upon them spring-water, to

three fingers breadth abone the ingredients, and let them infuse over a

soft fire the space of four hours; then throur attray this water, and stamp the

ingredierts in a stone mortar with a wooden pestle: Then pour upon them

ten quarts of fountain-water, and boyl it in a vessel close stopped, till

four quarts of it be consumed: Of this decoction tet the patient drinlq

without ar5r other drink but the garlick broath.
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ANOTHER DRINK

Take all the aforesaid ingredients, in the same manner prepared and

stanped: Then take a clern vessel, and fill it with beer, then put the in-

gredierrts in a bag, and hang it in the beer; J 
j. of the ingredierrts is suf-

ficierrt for a quart of beer. Either of these drinks is only is case the pa-

tient cannot bear the use of the garlick broath, which alone will dispatch

the cure much the sooner; and this course of the garlick broath is for all

obstructions, and superfluity of cold, raw humours, clogging the brain,

or any other part, as well as for the dropsie. To strengthen and secure

the liver, use the following electuary. Take of powder of Turmerick a

sufficierrt quantity, make an electuary of it with sugar, and to every ounce

of it add three drops of Oyl of Aruriseed, made by distillation; and if you

put a little Anbengneaeeto it, it will be the more strengthening. Take

of this elecfuary two or three tirnes a day the quantrty of a hasle-nut;

take not above 3 i. itt a day.

Besides this, to strengthen the stomach, use the following stomacher:

Take wor[l-lvood, marjorahr rosemar]r ru€, ana one handful; cloves,

cinamon, nrace, ana 
! 

j. U",rise these spices, and mix them with the

herbs; of these make a stomacher, and apply it: And you may likewise

anoint your stomach, and region of the liver with Oyl of nutmegs and Oyl

of roses.

I heard Sir K. D. s€tyr that after twelve or thirteen days, the patierrt

begun to piss in great abundance, and so stinking, noisom, roping matter,

that the nurse which emptied the pots, was hardly able to endure the stink
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and noisomness of it. And he continued the diet till he was perfectly cured.

ANOTHER E]PERIMENTM REMEDY FOR THE DROP-

SIE, WHEREBY SEVERAL PERSONS HAVE BEEN CURED,

AS I HAVE BEEN ASSURED.

Take the root of heath, scrape off the first bark, which throw away,

then peel off the next rind, and fill a glass or a bottle with it loosely,

then fill it up with white-wine, and let it stand to infuse over nigtrt, and

the next morning drink haU a pirrt of wine; and so continue until you are

cured.

ANOTHER EXCELLENT REMEDY AGAINST THE

DROPSIE.

Take spiritual Oyl of salt, mir with it so much flowers of Sulphur,

that it become like pap, which distill in a retort in sand, and you shall

have a liquor as white as Milk, which is excellerrt against the dropsie.

THE COPY OF A LETTER FROM ABBOT BOUCAITD

F'ROM PARIS TO SIR K. D. WHEREIN HE RELATES

IN WTIAT MANNER HE CURED HIMSELF OF THE

sToNE, AND OF A QUARTAN AGUE,

SIR,

I do not tell you that I hane been sick, (and that I am so still) to ex-

cuse my seU for having so long deferred an ansr,eer unto your last two

letters, d c. It is true nevertheless, for I have laboured under diners

distempers; but among the rest, I have been ill of the stone, and have

had a Quartan Ague: I believe you will not be sorry to hear how I cured



my seU of both without the help of any physician For the stone I took

twelve grains of the salt made of the stones which were taken out of

men; I dissolved the said salt in a little water, and then I put all into

a gtass of white-wine, and drank it off, and walked abont my chamber

near two hours, at the end whereof I had a great need to make water,

and I voided (with violence) a large glass full of gravel which was so

gross, and so rugged, that it caused me to void near a pint of blood;

the same thing happened to me three times, and every time I voided

blood, which made me judge that I should have taken less of the salt;

yet I took it but once, but I felt a great pain and heaviness in my reins

and kidneys. The said stones were calcined in a potters oven, and after

they were calcined, I extracted the salt out of them urith distilled rain-

water: The feces I calcined again, and extracted the salt as before, which

I repeated so often, till the said stones yielded no more salt. Note, that

to make this salt for a znonr you must take the stones taken out of men,

and for a woman, those that are taken out of womeno And thus, was the

first cure performed.

As for the Quartan Ague, without having been Prged, or let blood' at

the fourth fit I took a glass-full of the water of green wall-nuts, which I

had distitled in their last season: I took it as soon as I perceived the least

symptom of the fits approaching; I werrt to bed, and caused my seU to be

well covered, and slept, and had no fit at all that time' nor ever after.

The water I distilled thus: I took green rvall-npf,5 and beat them in a

stone mortar, then in a cucurbite in B, M. I distilled the water from them,
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which I cohobated twice upon fresh wall-nuts. Then having calcined the

three marcs or Caput Montuur4. I extracted the salt out of the ashes;

this salt I put irrto the distilled water. I thus, sir, I have given you

accourrt how I went to work.

A PROCESS, HOW TO MAKE A MOST EXCELLENT

OYL OF SIILPHUR IN ABUNDANCE; SENT ALSO BY

THE SAID ABBOT BOUCAI'D TO SIR K.

Take an earthen pan of stone-ware, in the midst thereof lay a piece

of brick, upon which set an earthen poringer full of Sulphur grosly beaten;

then put fair water irrto your parq but no so much as to touch the said po-

ringer: Then kindle the Sulphur, and cover it with a bell' so that the bell

touch the water, and that the fumes may not come out, but may condense

and run down irrto the water, which afterwards must be separated in B.

with a moderate heat. To set the Sulphur on fire, you may put irrto it a

square or round piece of iron made red-hot in the fire.

(Hartman) In my opinion, if the bell touch the water, and that it hath

no hole at the top, so that the Sulphur hane no air, it will not burn; I judge

the best way to be thus: Let the poringer stand in the water, but not so

deep, as that the water bear it up, and make it float; if it stands haU way

in the water, it will do, for the weight of the Sulphur will keep it down,

and the heat of the poringer will heat the water, and the vapours and

steams thereof will mix with the fumes of the Sulphur, and make them

condense the better, and so distill down together into the water. The

bell should be such a one as is now in use, with a long neck, and a hole
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at the top' which should not touch the water nor the pan, but it should

be suspended in such manner, that there be some distance between the

brim of the bell and the sides of the pan.

A SUBf,IL VOLATIL WATER FROM SULPHUR,

wHrcH wrLL DrssolvE o .

I am told by one who hath done it, that when you go to sublime flowers

of Sulphur, if you give very gerrtle and moderate fire, and be very atten-

tive, there will come over first, before any flowers sublime, a little very

volatile, but altogether insipid water, which he saith, will dissolve @ : It

is much more volatile than any S, V. A glass full of it will presently vanish

away, if you hold the glass unstopped upon your hand, by the warmth of it.

(Hartman) This relation is of Sir K.

If you would save this water, you must have a glass head upon your last

subliming-pot, or a ludel, wherein you sublime your flowers of Sulphur,

and instead of a nessel without a bottom, as that for the flowers of Anti-

fiior{r you must have one with a bottom, and without a hole on the side

to put in your Sulphur, and then two aludels besides the said vessel, and

the glass-head will be sufficient for subliming the flowers of Sulphur.

B5r means of the glass-head you save also the vinegar of 6 in sub-

liming the flowers, wtrich I have done several times; but I used not above

three aludels one upon another, besides the glass-head.

AN EXCELLENT ESSENCE OF STILPHUR FOR THE

BREAST, AND FOR THE LUNGS.

Take Sulphur one part, brown sugar-candy two parts; pulverize them,
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and mix them well together, then put it into a retort of such a bigness, that

two third parts thereof may remain empty. Then distill in sand, Slving

very gentle fire at first; you will have a whitish liquor, which keep for

US€e

(Hartman) This was ginen me by a physician at Paris, who told me,

that a Catarrh falling upon his Lungs, which obstructed his Lungs, c&us-

ing in him a great Fever, he cured himself with this essence, taking this,

thirty or fourty drops of it in some broath. He told me also, that it was

of great effect in Asttrma, Phthisick, old and inverterated Coughs, and c.

AN EXCELLEI\IT ELDilR OF SULPHUR.

Take juice of Licorise, Confection of Alkermes, Roots of Elecampane,

ana 
Jr.:. 

Atipta MoseataStr. Mymh, Saffron, ono Ji9 . Mastick,

Benjamin, Cardamoms the less, Cinnamoat d4ld. 
J l. SuSar-candy 

5 
tj,

Powder what is to be powdered, then mix them together, and add rectified

S. V. so much as to make it into a paste; then put it into a circulatory ves -

sel, and porrr upon it so much spirit of Sulphur, as may co\i'er it the breadth

of four fingers: Digest it fourty days, then decant the tincture, and pour

upon the remaining matter fresh S. V. to extract another tincfire. Then

mix these two tinctures together, and keep them for use.

This tincfirre is a very great pectoral, and a precious remedy in all

affects of the breast and lungs. It is excellent against catarrhs, old and

inveterate coughs, the phthisick, asttrm.asrs; it cherishes and comforts

the heart, and is good against fairting and swooning fits, preser\res from

putrefact ion;  i t  is  Anodyne, Cephal i .e,AnaLepr iek,  Aleoipharmack ;  and
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as the author saith preserves health, prolongs life, and keeps back gray

hairs, by strengthening natural heat. It is to be taken in some pectoral

water or syrup; the dose is so much as renders the vehicle of a grateful

acidity.

LAC SULPHURIS.

Take of Sulphur in powder one part, and of Quick-lime two parts, mix

them, and put them irrto an iron pot, and pour thereon a good quarrtity of

fair water, let it boyl urtil three parts of the water be consumed, and that

the liquor be as red as blood by the dissolution of the Sulphur; then strain

it whilst it is hot, and let the strained liquor stand to cool: Then precipi-

tate with vinegar, then let it settle, and having poured off the clear, edul-

corate the residue ten or twelve tirnes with warm water, the last time with

rose-water; then dry it gerrtly, and keep it for use.

It is a true remedy in all affects of the breast and lungs; it is given with

great success to those that are troubled with Catarrhs, Rheum in the head,

Asttrma, Phthisick, Coughs, {. c. It prornotes e:pectoration; it hinders

the defl.uxion to the joyrrts, it prevents and disperses the windiness of the

stomach and bowels, and cureth the cholick. The dose is so much as may

change the vehicle white; the best and fittest vehicle is the spirit of, Lignun

Cassiaaror Ciruramon; taking it twice a day, in the morning fasting, and

at night.

You may make a very good spirit ofLignun Caestae thus, which is a

rnuch finer spirit than that of Ciruramon, and much better for this use.

Take Lignun Ceesnae jiv. bruise it well, then pour upon it three quarts
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of. Malaga Sack, stop the vessel close, and let it stand to digest for three

or four days, then distiU it in a Limbeck, or in a glass cucurbite, distil-

ling it off all together, as long as it cometh with vigour, and you shall have

about three pirrts and a haU of \rery good spirit: Thus I make it. But if you

will have it richer of the wood, put this liquor upon fresh Caaaia, and di-

gest and distill as before. Repeat this till it be as strong as you desire.

You may if you please separate the runnings so as to have some of such

strength as you wish.

A GREAT DIAPHORETICK OF ANTIMO\IY.

Take good Antimony Mineral in subtil powder lbj. mix it w'ith fb 6 of

O sublimate; put this mixttre presently irrto a retort, leave the retort for.?

some tirne unstopped before you distill it, for then you shall have more

butter than if you distill it presently. Then distill a butter from it accord-

ing to Art, gpving strong fire at last, so that the bottom of the retort may be

red-hot; part of it will come over in butter, and part will sublime in cinaber,

very hard; if you leave this butter for some time e:posed to the air before

you rectifie it, you shall have more liquor than if you distill it presently;

rectifie this butter, then melt it agair5 and pour it into a clean retort, and

pour upon it by littIe and little good spirit of Nitre, corrtinue pouring on the

spirit of Nitre until the ebullition ceaseth: Then distill it with a gentle fire

in sand, Siving strong fire at last, so that the bottom of the retort may be

red-hot; then let it cool, break the retort, and take out your matter, which

will be very spunry, and of a yellowish colour; pulverize and edulcorate it

several times with warm water, then dry it gently; reverberate it for an
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hour between two crucibles well luted together: Then grind it again to a

subtil powder, which put into an earthen poringer, and pour upon it rec-

tified S. V. that will burn all away; fire it, and whilst it burneth, stir it

continually with a silver spoon; the s. v. being burned awalr the powder

will remain dry; grind this powder again, and mix it with 
J ttj. of An-

timony Diaphonetic tt:Elt hath been calcined three times with Nitre, grind

them well together, and put them into a retort, and pour upon them 
J 

oi
t
l). of good spirit of Nitre; put the retort in sand, and let it stand thus four

and twenly hours; then distill with a gentle fire to dr;mess: Break the re-

tort, and take out the matter, which grind and edulcorate with ccnd.uus

vatenwarmed, then spread it upon gray paper, and let it dry of it self;

Then sind it to an imparpabre powder, which ptrt irrto a poringer, and pour

upon it S. V. so much as may cover it a fingers breadth; let it stand thus

for fiv'e or six hours, then fire the S. V. upon it, and stir it continually

with a silver spoon whilst it burneth, then grind it again, and put it into

a viol, stop it close, and keep it for use.

The marurer of using this medicine is thus: Take fifteen grains of it

for three mornings together, mixing with it some conserves or sweatmeats,

and take it upon the poirrt of a knife, then drink a glass-firll of the sudorifick

decoction after it warm. Then take twenQr grains for three mornings more;

then fifteen grains again for three mornings more. It is an errcellerrt re-

medy to cure the gout, dropsie, palsie, the venereal disease, the evil,

Ieprosie; it purifieth the whble mass of blood, and is good in all scorb*tick

dirtempers. Note, that before you use this mediciner 1rou must prepare the
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body before with some fit purge, according to the constitution of the patiert.

Those that are careful to preserne their health, and to keep it in good

state, may take this powder in the springr at the falling of the leaf, having

first purged once or twice; then take the powder with the sudorifick decoc-

tion for nine days together, as was said, mixing the powder with a dram

of confestion of Alkermes. It powerfully resisteth all corruption, dryeth

up all superfluous moisfure in the body, and is a true concretive of blood.

THE SI]DORIFICK DECOCTION.

Take Lignun Guaiaeum 
t iv.  saLsapanir la,  sassafnae, ana$j .

infuse them in three quarts of fountain-water for twerrty four hours; then

let it boyl gently for three hours.

A MOST EXCELLENT MEDICINE AGAINST ALL SORTS

OF AGUES AND FEVERS, .1. C.

Take of the starrr d martial- Regulusof Ar*imony lbj. Menerzry precipi-
n

tate fbj f) . pulverize and mix them well together, then put them in a re-

tort, and distill in sand as you do butter of 6 ; then rectifie this oyr or

butter once or twice, casting away the feces: Then put it irrto a new retort,

and pour upon it spirit of Metheglin; distill and cohobate four or five tirnes

to make the Oyl sweet, then pour S. V. upon it, and abstract it to the consis-

tence of an O5r1. This is a precious remedy for the cure of many diseases:

It is of great power and efficacy to cure all sorts of Agues, Quotidians, Ter-

tians, and chiefly Quartans, It operates by a gerrtle vomit in some persons,

and in others it gently purges without vomiting, and in some it gentle oper-

ates both ways: It hath nertue to eradicate totally bottr root and seed of the



distemper. The dose is from six to twelve drops, in some fit vehicle.

Note, That having separated the spirit of Methegli& if you acuate it

with spirit of Vitriol, it is a great Diaphoretick, far beyond all others.

Dose is from haU to one whole spoonful in some fit vehicle.

A PRECIOUS OYL OF ANTIMOI\IY.

Take Antirnony calcined, as for making the glass of 6 , lbii. 
$ 

oi.

Sugar lbj. Mix them well together, and put them in a retort: Disti[ in

sand, first, will come a flegm, and afterwards a pure dark-red O5rI,

which keep for use.

This is an admirable remedy against the stone and gravel, the dropsie,

epilepsie, asthma, quartan agues, and all sorts of fevers, the plague' and

alt malignarrt fevers, and epidemical distempers, and leprosie; and being

outwardly applyed, it cureth, healeth, and dryeth up all. inverterate wounds

and ulcers. The dose is four drops in wine twice a day.

A MOST EXCELLENT PANACEA OF TITE TRUE SUL-

PHUR OF ANTIMOIYY.

Take Lees of wine, which you may have of the wine-coopers when they

have pressed them out break them into small pieces, let them dry, then

burn them to ashes: Take of these ashes, of Quick-lime, and Nitrerana i

made a Lioitsiznthereof with warm water, then filter it: Then take cina-

ber of Arrtimony, which is found in the neck of the retort when one maketh

the brrtter of Arrtimorry; pnlrrcrize it, and boyl it in the afore-said Liaioiun

for the space of four hours; pour off the Liaioiun from the Quick-silver

into another vessel, which lean on the side, that the red Sulphur may set-
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tle; then edulcorate it with hot water, and dry it gertly; so harre you the

true Sulphur of Arrtimony. Take of this Sulphur, and of Re gulue of Anti-

mony, and 
t 

j. Oft of Sulphu" pe" campanam, or rectified Oyl of Vitriol

5 
Oi. Mix all well together, and pnt it into a small retort, digest it in

horsedr.rngr or if you will, in some ottrer gentle heat for eight or ten days.

Then distiU it, and cohobate the distilled liquor upon the mark three or four

tirnes; then increase the fire to the highest degree, which continue for twelve

hours, to force all over, and the matter will be fixt; then break the retort,

and take out the matter, which puhrerize, and ednlcorate it with rose-water;

then dry it gerrtly upon a gray paper, then renerberate it for four or five

hours. Then take $ 
j. of this powder, and of salt of red Coral 5 U.

grind them well together to a very suttil powder.

This is an universal medicine to purifie the whole mass of blood, and

to root out such distempers as proceed from the corruption thereof, and

are curable by sweat. It cureth all stubborn, maligrq and chronick di-

seases: It cureth the venereal disease, the most inveterate; the leprosie,

the evil, the scurvy, the plague, and all epidemical diseases. The dose

is from ten to thirty grains.

The order of using this medicine is thus: First, purge the patierrt

once or twice with fit purges, then rest three days, then purge again;

then begin with ten grains of the powder, which continue for three tines,

mix the powder with some fit conserve, and gine it upon the poirrt of a

knife, in the morning in his bed, drinking a glass-full of a sudorifick

decoction after it, made hot; let hirn keep his bed for an hour or two, then
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let him be rubbed with warm clothes, and the sweat being quite over, let

him rise, and eat of good wholesom food, forbearing to eat of salt meats,

salt-fish, sallet, milk, butter, or cheese, or raw fruit. Then for three

mornings more give him twerty grains, and then thirty grains for three

mornings more; then come again to twenty grains for three mornings more.

A GREAT FEBRIFUGE.

Take mineral Antimony very clean, that hath never been melted, 
5 

nj.

and as much salt-petre, pulverize them finely, and mix them well together;

then put them into a strong crucible, which cover with another crucible that

hath a little hole in the borttom as big as a pea: Then put this crucible into

your furnace, and let the fire kindle of it seU; which increase by degrees,

the matter will fulminate; when you see that no more smoak cometh out of

the little hole of the crucible, take it out of the fire, and take out the mat-

ter that remained in the crucible, which pulverize very finely. Then take

three ducats of GoId, and six times as much in weight of the afore-said

powder; melt the powder first in a crucible, then put irrto it, one of the

ducats, stirring it urtil it be melted, then ptrt in another ducat; and so

continue until you have put in all your ducats one after another: When

all is melted and well incorporated, let it stand in good fusion for haU

an hour, then take it out, and let it cool: Then break the crucible, and

take out the matter, which pulverize subtily, and mix it w'ith equal weigtrt

.t 
H 

sublimate, also in fine powder; put them ir*o a retort werl luted,

put it irrto a furnace, and fit a recipierrt to it full of water, so that the

nose of the retort may enter into the water; leave the junctures unluted:
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Give a gentle fire at first, which augment by degrees; part of the mdter

will distill irrto the water, but the greatest part thereof will stick to the

neck of the retort, which you may draw out with an iron hook into a bason

full of water: When you see that nothing more cometh o\rer by the last

degree of fire, let it cool; then break the retort, and take out all the mat-

ter that is sublimed about the neck of the retort, and put it into the water

in the recipierrt, as also that in the bason; let the water stand to settle,

then decant it, and keep it. It is excellent to cure all sorts of old and

inveterate ulcers, d c. Pour fresh hot water upon the residue, and

having shaken it well together, Iet it settle; then decant, and put on more

water. Repeat these solutions seven or eight times; then separate the

from it w'ith a Quill, and put the powder into fresh hot-water; let it stand

thus urrtil the next day, then repeat the edulcorations as before, which con-

tinue for six days, then edulcorate the last time with cold water; then dry

the said powder, and keep it for use. The dose is one or two grains for

chirdren; and for persons of riper years, from four to six or s€v€11 Ec-

cording to their strength and constitution, putting the powder over-night

to infuse in two or three ounces of white-wine; the next morning strain

the wine, and let the patiert drink it, and haU an hour after he may drinf<

it, and haU an hour after he may drink some warm broath or poffet: It

may also be given in substance. It operates by a gerrile vomit, and by

stools. It hath been experimented, and found very successful and effec-

tual in the cure of all intermitterrt fevers, and in the gout, as also in the

venereal disease. Out of the Caput Mortuumyou may reduce the greatest
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part of the gold.

This is a Mereuniue Vitaeof a singular preparation; it is not white

like the cornrnon, but of a brownish gray colour. It appears by this to

have some of the 
Q 

r" it, that when you rub gold or copper with the pow-

der, it will make it white, which coulmon Mereurius VitaewilL not do.

ANOTHER GREAT FEBRIFUGE, WHICH IS SAID

TO BE RTVERIUS HIS FEBRIFUGE.

Take @, dissolne it in A.R. and glass of Antimony, dissolved in

A.F. qnq 
3$ . wsshed and purif ied 

3oi. 
dissolve it in A.F. Then

mix the three dissolutions together, and put them into a cucurbite, and

distill in sand, and cohobate the distilled liquor eleven times upon the

remaining matter, which are twelve distillations; then pour upon the re-

maining matter rectified S. V. Cohobate and abstract it six times from

the matter; then take it out and grind it, and that it may be the better

fixed, calcine it in a crucible in a circulary fire, until it be almost glow-

ing hot. The dose of this powder is gr. vj. with gr. xii. of Seammon! 3

Let the patient take it in the morning, the day before the fit.

ANOTHER FEBRIFUGE.

Take cinaber of Antimony !j. "o**on 
salt decrepitated $i5. puf-

verize them, and mix them together; put them into a glass cucurbite, and

pour upon them Oyl of Sulphur 3tti. digest it for two days in a moderate

heat in ashes; then augmerrt the fire to evaporate away the humidity, then

having edulcorated the remaining mass, reduce it irrto powder, which mix

urith 
Stti. of flowers of Sulphur; put this into an earthen poringer, which
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put upon burning coals; let it kindle, and stir it continually with an iron

spatula, until all the flowers of Sulphur be burned away: Then pour upon

the remaining matter so much S. V. as may cover it the breadth of two

fingers, then burn away the S. V. then reduce it to powder, and keep it

for use.

This powder is much reconunended to cure all sorts of agues and

intermitting fevers, g:iving it half an hour before the fit, from ten to fif-

teen or twerrty grains, in some syrup or cordial-water, taking some

broath two hours after it; but the patierrt should be purged first, and let

blood before the use of this powder; and if the first and second dose do

not carry away the fit, it must be repeated a third time.

ANOTHER FEBRItr'UGE, WTIICH IS THOUGHT TO

BE R VERruS HIS TRUE FEBRIFUGE.

Take of Mereuny d,uleistwelve times sublimed 5.i0 . Me?euriue

Vi,tae corrected as followeth, 
3 0 . mix them together. The correc-

tion of llepeurius ztitaeis thus: Take .t q oitae, put it irto a small

cucurbite, set it in sand in a moderate heat, let it stand until it begins

to grow red; then pour upon it rectified spirit of wine, which abstract,

and pour on fresh S. V. Repeat this three times, and you shall have a

$ vnUe which will not operate upwards, but only downwards. This+

$oitae is to be used for delicate persons, but for strong and robust
f

personsi you may use the common ff tsitae.+
This powder finding the humours disposed, will operate both upwards

and downwards if you employ the common lJ on,taq but if you employ the
' -F
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corrected, as was said, it will operate only downwards. And as this

Febrifuge contains in it a reasonable dose of 
H 

rsitae, ttre 
Q 

d.uleie

thus prepared, working for his part upon the bad humours, and serving

also for a corrective to the 8 ,itaq one ought to expect good effects+
of it.

Ri,tteniue gave this Febrifuge to persons of all ages and sexes, in the

morning the day before the fit. One may give six grains of it to little child-

ren in the pap of a roasted apple, or in some sweat-meats, and so increase

the dose proportionably, according to the age and strength of the patierrt,

to twerrty grains to adults, and even to twenty four to those that are of a

strong constitution.

(Hartman) These Febrifuges were given me by a friend, a German;

and I thougtrt it fit to insert them here: Elut whilst they lvere prirrting, I

found them in Mr. Charras his Freneh Dispensatory, which just at that

tirne came to my hand.

A CERTAIN AND EXPERIMEI{TED REMEDY TO CURE

THE COIVVULSION FITS IN LITTLE CHILDREN; AS ALSO

FOR THE EPILEPSIE, THE CHOLICK, AND FOR THE

SPLEEN, * C.

Take verdigrease, and distil a spirit thereof, which restifie once by

it seU, and it will leave some feces and metalline terrefercity behind:

Then take one part of this spirit, and three parts of fair water, put it

upon lithargr finely searfed, as much as it will dissolve: Deflegm it in

Balneo, and then distill it in sand, and there will come over a pure and
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powerful spirit without acrimony; it will taste a little sweetish, as in

the making of Saeha?um Saturni,

It is excellent for the convulsion of little children, being given in

some fit vehicle, a drop or two for sucking infants; but to men you may

give ten or twenty drops.

SIGILLUM HERMETIS, OR, A GREAT AND EXPERI-

MENTED MEDICINE, WHICH HATH DONE GREAT

EFFECTS IN THE CURE OF ALL SORTS OF AGUES

AND FEVERS. IT WAS GIVEN TO SIR KENELM DIG-

BY BY AN ABLE PTTYSICIAN, WTIO HAD DONE WON-

DERFUL CURES WITH IT.

Take O 5 vj. dissolve it in the best A. F. you can get, using no

more A. F'. than is necessary for the solution (which will Ue about $ 
j

0 . i. e. two parts to one) when you see that it is all perfectly dissolved

(without fire) cast into the matrass an Aa;, made (after the ordinary man-

ner of Goldsmiths) of .Ji. "f 
pure Q, and Ji;. "f p r t"" will pre-

sent ly see apelagus eonturbat ionisrnade. Let the matrass stand

stil} upon a table, or in some corner, till you find the matter at that

pass as you desire: you will see many beautiful colours appear. After

fourty days standing, you will see a kind of roughness appear upon the

superficies of ttre 
$ 

, which will daily grow and sprout out more. In

twenty days more (sixty in all) it will be shot out into little spears or

needles and twigs. When you see that it groweth or shooteth out no more'

pour off all the liquor, and the MeneuriaZ matter will soon dry of it self.
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Then with some little pieces of glass break off these excrescencies or

needles from the mass, (whereof you may have about 
t 

j. o" more)

and grind them to powder, which will be very white.

of this powder give twenty four grains, or more (according to the

complexion) in a cherry, or yolk of an egg, in the morning very early,

or at night going to bed, or rather after the first sleep at three or four

in the morning, and in this last case sleep after it. It is seven or eight

hours before it useth to work.

sometimes the first dose wilr not work at alr, otherwise than by

strengthening, and then the author giveth a second dose two or three

days after, which will work either by stool or vomit, or sweat, as na-

ture shall require, and in due proportion.

It cureth quartans and other agues, and worketh admirably in all

desparate diseases. He useth to take it once a month himseU. When

there is no peccant humour in the body, it worketh not by evacuation,

but strengtheneth. rne p incloseth and shutteth up the metals, Iike

a rose of  Jenieho, f rom whence he cal leth i t  SigiLLun Hernet ie.  The

part of the needles next the mass worketh rougher than the ends. Out of

the mass you may draw most of the gold and silver, with loss of about an

eighth part of the first, and less proportion of the last. He thinls this

to be a philosonhical p , and to be useful in the great work.

A MERCURIAL LIQUOR WITH JUPITER.

Take rbj. of Jupiter,rnelt it in a crucible, then pour into it lbj. of

U revived from cinaber, and made hot, make an ddd of it, which wash
f
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with warm water, wherein you have dissolved a little salt; wash it so

often, till you have washed away alt the blackness of it, and thed,ilwiU

be as white as snow: Then dry it, and grind it in a marble or stone mor-

tar with lbij. of Corrosive sublimate; then spread it upon a large dish

of glass, which set shelving in a ceIlar, putting something under it to

receive the liquor that will run from it, you will find at last the salts

resolved into a liquor, in which will be also the 
$ , which will be re-

vived; separate the liquor from tne 
S 

, and keep tne p for another use:

Put the liquor into a cucurbite, and evaporate the superfluous moisture

of it in B. M. with a gentle heat: Then digest it for fifteen days more in

the same B. with a very gentle heat; then pour this liquor into a retort,

which put in sand, and fit a recipient to it; then distill by graduated fire,

grving strong fire at last of the fourth degree; you shall have a liquor

like an O5r1.

This liquor is much esteemed to cure the cancer, woU, fiftulaes, and

all sorts of old, inveterate, malign, and gnawing ulcers, being applyed

outwardly.

MONSIEUR C. HIS LUNARY EMETICK AIID FE-

BRIFUGE, + C.

Dissolve ) i" A. F. then precipitate it with spirit of salt, then dry

the Calx.

Take of this Calx, ana of $ , ana distiil it as a butter of 6 ,

shall have a butter white and transparent, which will dissolve @ .

you will make an emetick of this butter, precipitate one part of it with

you

u
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fair water, then edulcorate with blood-warm water, and you will have

an emetick remedy, which will purge.

I t  cures al l  sorts of  agues and fevers,  and is aCathol ieunfor i I I

humours. The dose is from one grain to three, in some fit thing in the

morning fasting. It must be given with gfeat caution.

TO MAKE A MOST EXCELLENT SUDORIFICK OF

THE AFORESAID BUTTER, THAT WILL CURE

THE LEPROSLE, AND THE VENEREAL DISEASE,

PROCEED THUS:

Take the other part of this butter, and put it into a retort, and pour

upon it spirit of Nitre; distill and cohobate three or four times; then

edulcorate it with fair water, and dry it; then burn spirit of wine upon

it, and you shall have a sudorifick, which will do admirable effects,

taking from eight grains to sixteen, in the morning in bed; drink some

fit decoction after it: And after the sweating, the patient must be rubbed

with warm clothes all over his whole body, observing a reasonable diet,

and using some fit purge before.

AN OYL OF O , WHEREWITH MONSIEUR BELIEUR,

A FAMOUS CHIRURGEON AT PARIS, CURED CAN-

CERS, ALL OLD ULCERS, CANKERS, AND VENE-

REAL SORES, 'I- C..

Take spirit of salt two parts, spirit of Nitre one part; in this dis-

solve as much O "" 
it will dissolve: Distill off very gently the liquor

in B. M. until the @ remain in a crystalline gum or salt; then let it
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resolve to liquor in the air by it self: Then distiil again, and resolve.

Repeat this till it congeal no more in the cucurbite, but remain a deep-

red riquor, like an o5rl. The marurer of using this oyr is thus: Dip a

straw or a feather in it, and touch all round about the borders of the

sore with it.

with this he cured a very malignant ulcer in a leg (that had been

there above three years) in the space of ten days; and arso a cancer in

a womans cheek in fifteen days space, that other chirurgeons (without

hope of cure) had giner over. with this he also cured a woman (that

had seventeen cankers in her private parts, that had been so some years,

and without hope of cure) in filteen days.

DOCTOR HAVERVELT HIS REMEDY, WHEREWITH

HE CURED THE EVIL OR SCROFULAES, CAN CERS,

AND OLD ULCERS.

Take DantziekYitriol, calcine it till it be yellow, then grind it with

salt or salt-petre, the ordinary proportion: With this subl*.9 , which

sublime once again by it seU; then take only the crystalline part of it,

whereof take 3i. grind it to a subtil powder in a glass mortar, with

a glass pestle; put this powder into a large glass bottle, and pour upon

it a quart of fountain-water, stop the bottle close, and let it stand thus

for some days, shaking it often: Then being well settled and stood without

shaking at least twenty four hours, pour off the clear, and filter it. Then

take one spoonful of this liquor, which put into a vial, and pour into it

two spoonfuls of fair fountain-water: shake the vial well, then pour it
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out into a glass, and let the patient drink it in the morning fasting; let

him keep himseU very warm, and stir and walk as much as he can;

but let him neither eat nor drink till two hours after the medicine hath

operated. It will operate by stools, and by a gentle vomit. The next

morning, if the patient find himseU strong enough, let him take the

said medicine again, if not, he may rest a day or two between.

With this remedy the author above-mentioned cured all sorts of

scrofular s, whether open or shut; the cancer or wolf, whether in the

breast, or any other part of the body; as also all sorts of pustulat s and

old ulcers and wounds.

The said Doctor comrnunicated this remedy to Sir K. D.

ANOTHER FOR THE SAME.

SirKenelm relates, that Dr. Faprar assured hirn, he had perfectly

cured a most contumacious, foul, in'reterate evil (several times touched

by the Kittg, and wrought upon by the best chirurgeons, and given over as

desperate) by the following means:

Take Garden-Snails, that have white or gray houses upon them, beat

them in a mortar with a liltle parsley, into the consistence of a plaister,

which apply to the sore or sores, and change it every twenty four hours.

This is also good to take away the raging pain of the Gout.

A MOST EXCELLENT PIrySICAL SALT, AS IT WAS

PREPARED IN SIR KENELMIS LABORATORY.

Take Nitre, Sulphur,ana lbj. Camphire 
3ti. 

mingle them rvellto-

gether, and cast them by little and little into an earthen cucurbite red-hot,
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which shut close immediately with a just stopper of brick that closeth it

firmly; ttte cucurbite must have two arms, unto which are fastened two

ballons of glass (as you see by the Figure in the next page) each ballon

containing about two quarts of spirit of Urine (to the quantity of ingre-

dients here named) which attracts unto it the spirits, which will ascend

and pass by the two arms on each side: When all is cold, take orrt the

fixt matter that remaineth in the cucurbite, and grind it small, and dis-

solve it in simple spirit of Urine, and being filtred and congealed, dissolve

it in the acid spirit of urine that was in the ballons, and hath the spirit of

Sulphur, Nitre, and Camphire in it: Distill and cohobate this (in a glass

cucurbite) till the salt have retained in it all the spirits that were in the

urine. This salt will be very grateful, and not taste or sme1l at aII of

the Camphire, nor is Saturninet o? Anti-uene?eaZ in its effect. It

is very efficacious in all fevers, either simple or malignant any ways,

or spo,tted: In the small-pox or measles, in all the progress of them,

from before their coming out, till the end; and preserveth the heart

from hot and putrid vapourd and fumes, and purifieth the blood.

THE BEST WAY TO MAKE THE SPIRIT OF' URINE

IS THUS:

Let the urine stand eigtrt or ten days, in which time it will putrifie

and fermerrt; then distill very gently, and that which cometh first is the

spirit. When it beginneth to come weak and insipid (which you will know

by tasting a drop) then cease, for all that is good is come over. Thus you

shall have near half your quantity of urine in good spirit.
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SIR KENELM DIGBY' S EXCELLENT REMEDY FOR

TETTERS, HERPS, AND RING-WORMS, SCABBY

ITCHES, * C. AS IT WAS PREPARED BY HIS

DIRECTIONS FOR HIS OWN USE FOR A TETTER.

Dissolve 
5 ti. of runnint g ut 5in. of the best A. F. pour upon

the solution a quart of fair water, in which is dissolved two hand.fuls

of salt, and then filtred; this will precipitate the 
9 

," the bottom in

a wtrite Calx. When it is well settled, pour off the clear water, which

keep for use. Pour the remaining milky thick substance upon lbj. of

hogs-grease melted in an earthen pot; the grease must be very hot when

you pour in the dissolved p ; uut take the pot from the fire when you

pour tne p to it, and stir it well all the while you are pouring it in;

and when it is all in, set the pot upon the fire again to boil the grease,

till all the moisture of lheMereupial substance and solution is evapor-

ated away, but be sure you stir it all the while, as also after you take it

from the fire (which you must do as soon.as the moisture is gone) till the

g"ease is cold and hardened.

The way of using this oyntment and water, to cure all sorts of Tet-

ters, Herps, or any Scabby Itches, or Inflamed red faces or noses, is

thus:

First, if the evil be very great, purge and let blood strongly; then

begin with the water, rub the tetters, and all abotrt it with liruren dipped

in the water made as hot as you can endure it; and when you have rubbed

and bathed it well, lay upon it compresses wetted in the water. Do thus
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twice a day for two or three days, or more, till you see it hath drawn

out the sart humour abundarrtly, and that the part is much inflamed,

and very sore' and hath little holes or ulcers eaten in it. Presenly

after the first washing it will grow very sore and inflamed; therefore

you must not afterwards rub it so hard as at first, but very genfly.

Some sores wilI require that you use the water five or six days, others

more, tender ones two or three days. When you judge that the water hath

drawn orrt sufficierrtly the violent matter, then anoint with the grease as

hot as you can endure it, and lay on it a plaister of the satne oyntment,

binding it on. This oyntment will presently asswage the pain, and take

away the inflammation. Dress it with it twice or thrice a day. Much

matter will run from the sore, as from an ulcer; and by little and lit6e

it w'ill heal up. And that which is wonderful is, that whereas one would

think that such deep holes as the water will have eaten, should have scars,

there will not appear the least mark of them, but a fine new tender na-

tural skin will come over it all.

A GREAT MEDICINE, WHEREWITH WONDERFUL CURES

HAVE BEEN PERFORMED TO MY KNOWLEDGE.

Take bezoar mineral well prepared, and antimony diaphoretick also

well prepared, ana 5j. $rind them together to a subtil powder, and put

them into a small retort, and pour upon them 3 t r. of good spirit of Ni-

tre; distill in sand with a moderate fire to dr;mess, then cohobate and

distill twice, which are three distillations in all with the spirit of Nitre

upon the matter. Then pour fresh spirit of Nitre upon it, and distill and
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cohobate as before. Repeat this a third time with fresh spirit of Nitre,

the same quantity as before, which are nine disti[ations (in all) with

3 *ii. of spirit of nitre: Then break the retort, and take out the mat-

ter, wttich grind to powder, and edulcorate it well with warm Carduus-

water; then dry it gerrtly, and put it into a poringer, and burn rectified

s. v. upon it, stirring it all the while the s. v. burneth, with a sirver

spoon, untit the S. V. be burned all away, and the powder remain dry.

Then Pour fresh S. V. upon it, and fire it as before: Repeat this a third

tirne, then grind the powder, and keep it in a vial close stopped.

This powder cureth the venereal disease the most inveterate, with

all its s;znptoms and attendencies without exceptionn and restoreth lost

strength and vigour, as experience testifieth. It cureth all rheumatisms,

the leprosie, all interior and exterior ulcers; it purilieth the whole mass

of blood, and wonderfully fortifieth Nature, & c.

The way of using this powder to cure the above-mentioned diseases

is thus:

First, purge with some fit quantrty of purgative potion; then, if the

disease requireth you may let blood the next day, then two days after that

repeat the purge, and two days after you may begin with the powder;

taking gr. viij. of it for five mornings together, the powder being mixt

with a little conserve of roses, let the patient take it upon the point of a

knife in the morning in his bed, and drink after it immediately a glass-

full of the following decoction as hot as he can drink it; let hirn keep his

bed, and he will be in a gerrtle breathing sweat for an hour; which being
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pa$, let him be rubbed with warm clothes, his legs, thighe, arms,

shoulders, and the back; then let him keep his bed for an hour longer,

to see if he will sweat any more: The sweat being quite over, he may

rise, and go about his business, as at other tirnes. After those five

days the dpse of the powder must be increased, taking twelve grains of

it for other five mornings; and then you must come again to eight grains

for five mornings more. When you begin with the twelve grains after

the first five doses, you must drink a little more of the sudorifick de-

coction than before, and taking the powder then in a little confection of

alkermes. You may also increase the dose of the powder by degrees

(as Sir K. D. observes) tating (for example) gr. x. the sixth day, and

gr. xij. the other three days following; t hen gr. x. the tenth day, and

so come again to gr. viij. the eleventh day. One may take gr. xx. of it

at one time without inconveniency. The first purge the author giveth,

is a decoction of succory and tamarinds, with infusion of two drams of

Sena, and being strained, dissolveth in it 
t 

j. of S)'rup of peach-flowers.

The second is the same, adding only of confection of Ha'nech, or of con-

fection of Citron; or yor may increase a little the dose of Sena, and of

the syrup, if one is not willing to take any thing where there is Scan-

mony in. The sudorifick decoction the author maketh use of with this

powder, is thus:

Take Sarspani|La Jfi.c?Ucr^"oot ! i. sassafra" 
3 0 . Sdn -

taL Citnine -?ij. and a littte Licorise if you will, and a little cinnamon
.t

for to aromatise it; let all be infused with three quarts of water for twelve
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hours in warm sand; then let it boyl gently until a third part is con-

sumed, then strain it.

Note, That if you put a little salt of Tartar into the water when you

put the ingredients irq it will extract the nertue and tincture out of them

much the better; as also in making any purgative decoction, if you in-

fuse them over-night with a little salt of Tartar put in the water, and

then boyling it only two or three walrns the next morning, it will be

much more effectual.

LAPIS IGNIS, FOR THE RENOVATION OF MANKIND,

BY THE THREE PRINCIPLES OF NATURE, SALT,

SULPHUR, AND MERCURY.

..'
Take $ mineral, pulverize it, and calcine it in a close reverbera-

tory, with sufficient, but moderate heat, so that it melt not, in twerty

four hours it will be calcined, and will be a gray powder. Take of this

++
O calcined, and of raw Q mineral,ona lbj. melt them together in a

crucible; when they are well melted and incorporated, pour it out irrto

a copper or brass kettle, and it will be glass of 6 , which needeth not

to be clear. If you did not add the $ mine.al, the calcined $ would not

melt. Pulverize this glass, and grind it upon a marble stone till it be

an impalpable powder, which put into a vial, and pour upon it distilled

vinegar calcified with its fixt salt, digest in sand; when you see the dis-

tilled vinegar coloured of a golden colour, decart the clear, and put fresh

distilled vinegar upon the glass, and digest as before. Repeat this till you

have extracted all the tincture orrt of the glass: Then filter the tincted dis-
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t{lled vinegar, and put it into a retort; distill with a gentle fire in sand

until you see there remain a liquor like a deep-red ql in the bottom of

the retort, and that you see some drops appear in the neck of the retort,

which is a sign that all the distilled vinegar is come over. Pour upon

this Oyl Tartarised S. V. digest and circulate for three or four days,

or more: Then draw off the S.V. gerrtly in B. and as soon as you see

any red drops appear, change the recipient, putting on another; then

distill over all the remaining red Oyl to dr;rness. This OyI will be very

red, and very precious, and is the true OyI and Sulphur of Antimony,

which is a wonderful medicine against the plague, and all diseases.

TO MAKE THE SALT OF ANTIMONY.

+
Calcine O in a glass oven, or in a reverberatory, until it be per-

fectly white, withorrt any addition; then sprinkle it with dew, and dry

it in the sun; sprinkle and dry it seven or eight times, then grind it

to powder: Take of this powder three parts, and one of powder of

chareoal; mix them together, and put them into a crucible, which set

in a wind-furnace, and give fire by degrees, at last strong fire to make

all melt well; then take out the crucible, and knock it against the ground

to make theRegulusf.alJ- to the bottom; break the crucible being cold,

and separate the salt, which you will find between the EeguZzs and the

Scoriea, So soon as you perceive that the matter is meltedr Jrou must

be quick in making the Regulus, and tahe the crucible out as soon as you

carg for fear the salt should evaporate in the fire.
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To NLqKE THE U or 6 FoR THrs woRK.
+

+
Calcine O in a close reverberatory until it be Say, then sublime

it in an earthen vessel; grind again what is sublimed, and sublime it

as before. Repeat this operation three tirnes, or until you see the

-  

r r  +

6 sulliyned hard and ponderous, wherein is inclosed all ttre 
Q 

of 6 .

COMPOSITION OF THE SAID SALT, SULPHUR,

AND MERCURY.

Take of the said salt J i. ai""olve it in as much of the Oyl as will

dissolve it, and as much as the said salt wiII irnbibe, so that it be like

an oyrtment or paste; digest in ftno equinofor ten days: Then take

i tout ,  andadd 3iB .  of  thesaiasof 6;  andbeingwel lmixtand

incorporated together, put it to digest as before, until it be converted

into a red powder.  The uay of  taking this red Pouden is thus:

Take g?. iv. of this powder in a little cErnary sack in the morning

fasting in your bed, it will cause a gerrtle breathing sweat for three days

together, during which time you must keep your bed; your chamber must

be very warm and closer for,l may eat and drink moderately of good whol-

some food. The three days being past, you may rise, and walk about

your chamber, taking good nourishing food, abstaining from all labours

in body and mind; and thus you will renew hair and skin, and will be strong

and vigorous.

It will not be needful to use this remedy but once in fourty years;

but you may use of the said O5r1, taking three drops of it in a little sack

in the morning fasting, for the preservation of your health. This Oyl
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may be given in all distempers with great success. This is from Ab-

bot Boucaud.

THE MARCHIONESS DE BECK. HER AURUM PO-

TABILE, WHICH SHE MUCH ESTEEMETH.

Take Calx of  O ,  and ReguZasof $ ,  ana J 
j .  Jupi ten 5t j .  melt

them together, then grind them to a subtil powder with Sitr. of sugar-

candy, oriental bezoar, and.gal anmoniae,ana 
$ 

j .  Mix al l  well  to-

gether, and put them irrto a large retort, and distill in sand with a gra-

duate fire for six hours; let the bottom of the retort be red-hot at last

for half an hour. You shall have an aureal liquor, whereof two or three

drops taken in a little canary, or other convenient liquor, is a great

cordial and restorative.

(Hartman) The said Marchioness told me at Paris (where she shewed

me this Aurum potabile, and gave me the receipt of it) that when at any

time she found her self indisposed, she presently took two or three drops

of it, and immediately she felt her seU strengthened and chearful, and c.

The Baron de Roche shewed me also the receipt of it at Paris, who

also made great esteem of it, telling me, that he esteemed it to be one

of the best Aurum potabiler s that could be made, and that it was a Sov-

ereign Cordial and Restorative.

You may reduce two third parts of the Q out of the Caput Mortuum,

its tincture only, and the subtilest part of it cometh over by the distillation.
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CORNACHINUS HIS MEDICINAL POWDER, AS IT

WAS PREPARED BY SIR K. DIGBY' S ORDER IN

HIS LABORATORY.

Take Regulusof 5, and of pure salt-petre, dna Sirr. mingle them

well together in subtil powder, and cast them into a red-hot crucible,

and make them burn by casting in a fiery coal, which repeat as often

as it consumeth; for without that the salt-petre will not burn, there

being no more Sulphur in the 6 to set it on fire. Keep it thus in fu-

sion in a reverberating heat for at least an hour, stirring the matter

often with an iron rod; then let it cool. This must not be edulcorated

+
as common Q diqhoretick, but the fixed salt of salt-petre must re-

main with it, and must by no means be separated from the $ , for in

that Sir K. says, consisteth the vertue against fevers. Of this we gave

with the scammony and cream of Tartar, ana g?.x. diminishing and in-

creasing the dose according to age and strength.

(Hartman) Sir K. recommended this to me as a very good purge,

telling me, that I might make use of it whensoever I had occasion.

The best way to make the Regu|ued S , is, to put first into the

crucible the salt-petre and Tartar, and when they are well melted, put

-in the O , and proceed in the rest in the usual manner: Thus you shall

have six or seven pound, or more, of every pound of Antimony. Like-

wise to make a Mantial ReguLus, putthe $ first irrto the crucible; and

when it is in perfect fusion, then put in lbs Matq
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A LAXATIVE AND EMETICK CREAM OF TARTAR.

Takeglassof 6,  andcreamof rartar,  ana SjF .  gr indthemto

a subtil powder, then mix them together; put this into a matrass, and

pour upon it lbij. of rosemary-water; digest it for some days, shaking

it sometirnes; then filter it, and evaporate to dr5mess, and you shall

have a salt, which grind to powder, and keep it in a glass close stopped.

It is a safe and gerrtte vomit, and operates also by stools. The dose is

from Sp. j. to v. or vj. in a tittle sack.

ANOTHER MOST EXCELLENT LAXATryE AND EME-

TICK CREAM OF' TARTAR.

Take Ji.r. of Cream of Tartar, grind it to a subrtil powder, which

put into a matrass, and pour upon it so much spirit of sal armoniacas

may cover it the breadth of two fingers; stop it close, and set it in a cel-

lar for twenty four hours, then pour it irrto an earthen pot glazed, and

put into it 3 i. of glass 
"f 6 in subtil powder; set this pot in a furnace

in sand (or upon a gerrtle coal-fire) and pour into it a sufficient quantity of

fair water; let it cool six or eight hours, sti[ pouring in more water as

it consumeth: At last, evaporate until it come to have a thin ligtrt skin

on the top; then set it in a cellar, and it will shoot into crystals, wtrich

take out, and keep them for use.

This is a most excellent medicine, and one of the best emeticks that

can be prepared. The dose is from gr. j. to vj. for children; and for

aged persons, from gr. x. to )rv. in a litile sack.

The best and easiest way to make a most subtil and penetrant spirit
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of 5aL anmonia4, (as it was made in Sir Xenelns Laboratory, and as

I make it now) is thus:

Take Quick-Iime grosly beaten, put a bed of it about two fingers

thick into the bottom of a cucurbite; then dissolve lbj. of SaL armoniae

in as mueh water as will dissolve it: Pour of this dissolution upon the

Quick-lime (having first placed the cucurbite in the furnace in sand) so

much as may dissolve it well, and swim half a fingers breadth over it.

Then be as quick as you can in fitting on the head and recipient (for it

will immediately begin to distil without fire) Iute all the junctures well,

and distill with a gerrtle fire, keeping the subtil spirit by it seU, which

cometh first. If any flegm should come over with the second spirit,

rectif ie it in BaLnea.

This spirit is not only good for benumbed heads to smell to, but also

to take inwardly, for it is a most excellerrt remedy: It opens all obstruc-

tions, it is sudorifick and diuretick. I Tis very good in fevers, especially

the putrid, in Palsies, Epilepsies, Hysterical Fits, and the Plague, re-

sisting all corruption, in Lethargr, and stupification of the Spirits. The

dose is from eight to thirty drops. It also affivages the pain of the Gout,

being mixt with S. V. or Brandy, and Linnen Clothes dlpt in it, and laid

upon the parts afflicted.

(Harhan) In distilling of this Spirit this way, I have observed se-

veral inconveniences; the first is, that if you use a glass cucurbite, it

will be apt to crack by the sudden heat of the Quick-lirne, caused by

pouring on the dissolution of ttre )f (and an earthen cucurbite will irn-
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bibe it. ) Secondly, by the sayne reason you lose a great part of the sub-

tilest spirit' which will ascend before you have poured in the quaut$r of

the dissolution abone;mentioned, and before you can fit on the head and

recipierrt. To prevent all these inconneniences, I malce use of a tin cu-

curbite, with a sporrt in the upper part (See it in the third Figrrre) and

having placed it in the furnace in sand, I prn in the Quick-Iime, and

then I fit a glass head and recipient, and having well futed all the junc-

tures with wet bladders, or paste and paper, I pour in the dissolution of

it by a firnnel through the sporrt; then I close the spont, and distill with

a gerrtle fire. When the distillation is over, take out the Caput Morttrum,

and make the cucurbite clear5 and wipe it dry, that it may not rust or

canher, and it will serve for mar5r other operations, and will sane you

the buying of many glass cucurbites, which by reason of their thick and

knobbed borttoms are so apt to break.

THE VOLATTI.E SALT OF TARTAR, AS I HAVE

oFTEN I/IADE IT, WHICH IS AN EXCELLENT

REMEDY.

Take Lees of Wine, (which you may have flom the wine-coopers when

they have pressed them out for making of vinegar) break them in small

pieces, and let them dry; then being very hard and dr;r, bruise them

grosly, and fill an earthen retort with it, or a glass one coated; distill

in nalced fire, fitting any recipient to it to receine only a sour flegm,

wtrich will come over first; as soon as you see any white furnes come

over, (among which cometh the volatile salt) change the recipierrt, put-
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ting on another pretty 1og"; lute the junc,tures well with paste and paper,

then increase the fire by degrees, urtil you see the recipierrt filled with

white firmes; continue the fire in that degree, unti[ those wtrite vapours

diminishr an$hat the recipierrt beginneth to grow cold: Then augmert

the fire to the highest degree, to force all oner at last; when nothing

more cometh over, cease. The distillation will be performed in three

or four hours; you will have a whitish liquor, which contained in it the

volatile salt, and part thereof will stick to the sides of the recipient,

and a reddish foetide Oyl will swim. upon the liquor. Pour out all the

liquor that is in the recipierrt, then pour a little warm water in the re-

cipierrt, and shake it to get out all the volatile salt: Separate the Oyl

from the liquor by a glass funnel; then filter the liguor, to free it from

all OSrliness: Put this liquor into a matrass with a long neck, to which

fit a head and a small recipient; distill in sand with a very gerrtle heat,

and the volatile salt will ascend into the head as white as snow; when

you see that a pretty quartity is sulrirned, take off the head, and stop

the mouth of the matrass, if you have not ancrther head to put on; be as

quick as you can to gather the volatile salt that is in the head, and prrt

it irrto a vial which sto'p very close with a glass stopper, for it is very

apt to resolne into liquor when it taketh air: Then put the head on againn

and continue the suflimation until there sublirne no more salt; gether

this last salt, and put it to the rest: Then put on the head agah, and

augmerrt the fire a little, and you shall have a fiery liquor, which is

the volatile salt, mixt with some flegm, which makes it come over in
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a liquid form.

This salt ls much esteemed and recomraended to purifie the blood

by sweat and by urine. It is the best of all sernrnon remedics against

hysterical fits and vapours, smelling to it, and talcing it inwardly. It

is excellerrt against the palsie, apoplery, epilepsie, d c. against quar-

tan and tertian agues. It opens all obstructions, and pronokes the terms.

The volatile spirit hath the same vertue as the salt; it is good for all

obstrustions, particularly of the spleer5 and keeps the body open; it

is far beyond the cornmon spirit of Tartar in nertue. The dose is from

eight to twenrty or thirty drops in some fit vehicle.

A PITYSICAL SALT.

Talce Nitre and Oyl of Sulphur,ana tbj. flegm of vir{iol 15 0. pul-

verize the Nitre and put it irrto a retort, and pour upon it the Oyl of Sul-

phur and flegm of vitriol; distill in sand, a.nd you sharr have a ver? good

spirit of Nitre, and a pure white salt will remain in the borttom of the

retort. This salt is much esteemed in ferrers, and to quench thirst,

being taken in juleps, prisans, or possets. The dose is thirfy or fourtSr

grains.

A PRECIOUS TINCTI]RE OF TTIE FLOWER,S OF

AI{IIMOI{Y.

Take the dark-red flowers of S , digest and circulate them with

recBified spirit of vitriol; when they are snfficierrtly united, abstract

the spirit of vitriol to an Oyl, upon which pour S. V. digest and ex-

tract a tincture s. a. which abstract again to the consistence of an
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Oyl. This tincture fortifieth and cherisheth the heart ol. vitat spirits,

strengtheneth the stomach, is good against agues and feversp hyster-

ical fits, hlpochondriac melancholy: rt cures the jaundies, opens

obstructiorur, provokes the terms. It is good against the gout, scurvy,

and dropsie, itch and scabs: It purifieth the blood, and Etrengthens

nature. Dose from gr. j. to irj. or iv. grrrcn in a fit vehicre.

AN EXCELLEIVI AI{D TRUE TINCTURE OF. CORAL.

Talce good red Coral 3itr. gind it to subrtU poder, which mingle

with 5 in. of sqL anmoniaethat hath been three tirnes sublimed from

decrepitated salt. Put this mixture into a small cucurbite, which set

in a sand furnace; fit a head and recipient to it, and having well luted

the junctures, give a gentle fire at first, which augmerrt by degrees.

There will come over first, a small quarrtity of a urinous volatile spirit;

after that' you shall see the flowers ascend and stick to the head, and

upper part of the cucurbite. These flowers will be tinged with divers

colours, as red, greerL blew, very pleasarrt to behold, firey corrtain

in them the true tinctrrre of Coral; for the body of the Coral which re-

maineth in the bottom, will be as white as sno\r; coutinue a moderate

fire urrtil no more flowers ascend: The operation will be performed in

a few hours. Then gather diligently all these flowers, and put them in

a matrass, and pour upon them rectified S. V. to the heiglrts of four fin-

gers' which will remain white in the bottom; filter this tincture, and

abstract from it three fourth parts of the S. V. and a deep-rs6 tinchre

will remain in the bottom, which is the true tincture of Coral.
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This tincture is a so\rereign remed;r to strengthen the stomach

and bowels: It purifieth the blood by sweat and urine. It opens obstruc-

tions, is ercellerrt in all sorts of fluxes, & cr Dose from six to twenty

four drops, irr some convenierrt nehicle,

The way to sublime the flowers of .9aZ anmoniqefor this work, is

thus:

Take couunon salt decrepitated and 5aL atmoniacranalbj. pulver-

ize and mingle them together, and put them in .a cucurbite, and sub-

lirne in sand with a gerrtle fire at first, which augmerrt by degrees; the

flowers will ascend into the head like meal: Corrtinue the fire for five

or six hours; then let all cool, and gather the flowers, which mix with

new salt, and subliyne as before: Repeat this three tirnes.

AN EXCELLENT E)$RACT OF' MARS, FOR DIAR-

R.HAEAI S AND FLU)CES.

Take filings of steel (wtrich you may buy at the needle-makers)

4 iv. ptrt them in well-glazed pipkin, and pour thereon a quart of good
\-,

deep-3s6 wine, (that which is used to colour white-wine) let it boyl urtil

about three parts of the wine be consumed, stirring often with an iron

spatula. Then strain it whilst it is hot.

It is a great and certain remedy for dyserrteriesrDiarrhaea rs, old

hepatical fluxes, and such like diseases; you may give an ounce of it in

broth fasting, for some 6e1'nings together. This I have sufficiedly ex-

perienced with happy success.
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SIR KENELM DIG TI S REMEDY FOR THE SAME;

AS IT UTAS PREPARED BY HIS ORDER, AND MUCH

USED.

Talce Rye-flower, and make a paste thereof with juice of Elder-ber-

ries; then bake hard biskets thereof, which puhrerize, and make a paste

again with the juice of Elder-berries as before: Repeat this three times.

Then reduce it to powder. The dose is one dre'n.

SIR KENELM DIGBY, HIS EXCELLENT PLAISTER

OF LEAD.

Take of the best Oyl Olive lbij. $ir. white-Iead, red minium, ana

lbj. grind them to powder, and put them with the Oyf into a large glazed

pot or pipkia, with 3*j. of Venieesoap shred small, which put upon a

gertle coal-fire, and stir it well with an iron Spatulafor an hour; then

increase the fire a little, which corrtinue ur*il the liquor be of the colour

of an OyL Then drop some of it upon a board, and if it sticks, or that

it cleave to your fingers, rtis a sign that it is boyled enough; then roll

it up, and keep it for use.

This plaister being applyed to the stomach, is good for the weakness

and indigestion thereof, and causeth a good appetite.

Being applyed to the beIly, it cureth the colick; and being aprplyed to

the back, it strengthens the reins, cureth the bloody-fluxr the Gonornhaea,

and tempers the excessi\i.e heat of the liver.

It cureth all corilusions and bruises, swellings and inflammations. It

maturates and draws all sorts of apostumes, wolfs, and pustles, and cures
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them, without lancing or incision. Being applyed to the head, it streng-

thens the eye-sigtrt: To the firndameril, it cureth all acciderrts that may

happen there, as piles, & cr And being applyed to the belly of a wo-

man, it pronokes the terms, and disposeth her for conception.

DR. STEPHEN' S PLAISTER, FOR THE GOUT.

Take virgins-waxlbij. rrogs-gre"". ! 6. M'tten-suet Ji5. oyl

of colts-foot, prantain and rose-water, ana 
Jij. lanender-rrater 

J ij.

dragon-water, and water of borage, ana 
J6. t*o nutmegs, two clones,

and a little mace, beat into powder; mix them all well together, and let

it boyl with a moderate fire urrto the consistence of an oyrrtment; where-

with anoirrt the part griened as hot as you can endure it, and dip linnen

clothes in it, and apply them.

A VERY cooD oyNTMEIvr FoR THE Gour; ArlD THE

RUNNING GOUT, ACHES, NUMBNESS, ADID PAIN IN

THE JOYNTS, rF C.

Take the tender branches of dwarf-elder, in the month of Marcl,when

they sprout out of the grorrnd from the root, and are not above a finger

long, three handfuls; stamp them in a stone mortar, then mix them with

lbj. of hogs-grease; put this into a pipkin, and let it stew upon a gentre

fire for two or three hours.

This was communicated nnto me by a worthy genfleman, who much

esteemed it, because he found great benefit by it in the Goqt: It taketh

away the raging pain thereof, giveth ease, and strengthens the parts af-

flicted.
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In the rrrruring Gout, nunbness, and raging pain in the joynts, I

have had much e:rperience of the vertue of this oyutment, after many

remedies used in nain; the parts grieved must be anointed with it as

hot as can be endured, and chased in before a fire.

A CERTAIN AIID INFALLIBLE REMEDY TO PRE-

VENI AND CURE THE FITS OF THE GOUT.

I knew a gentleman in Genmany,who always cured and prevented his

fits of the gout (whensoever he perceived the least symptom of its ap-

proaching) by the following remedy:

He caused a good quantity of the herb Mullein ( Venbaseum in Latinl

to be gathered every suruner when it was in its flower, which is in

June, it beareth many yellow flowers upon a long straight stalk with

large leaves at the bottom, which are hoary. Then he took a good

quantity of this herb, and cut it small, the stalk, flowers, and leaves,

and caused it to be boyled in a pail-full of forge-water out of a smitht s

trough, wherein he quenches and cooleth his irons; when this was boyled

sufficierrtly, then there was put irrto it a large piece of chalk in powder.

In this water he bathed his feet, leggs, and knees, as hot as he could

endure it, in a tub, continuing urtil the water grew cold. Then a hole

was digged in the gror.rnd in his garder5 wherein this water was put with

the ingredients, and then covered with earth.

This always prevented his fit, so that he ne\rer had any pah, lame-

ness, or swelling at all, to which I was an eye-witness. And I heard him

say, that il he did not use this remedy, he would have very shrewd and
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racking fits, and keep his bed by it for a month or six weeks, and that

twice a year, chiefly in the spring, and at the falling of the leaf.

MR. LOCHER, AN APOTHECARY OF LODIDON, HIS

EXCELLENT OYL FOR DEAPIIESS, WTIICH HE GAVE

TO SIR K.D.

Take Oyl of bitter almonds, OyI of spikenard, ana 3"i. juice of

onions, juice of rue, ana 
5 

ti. black hellebore D 0, . colloquintida

3 6, Oyl of eneter !ii. BoyI this tilt the juice be consumed; then

strain it, and add two drops of Oyl of anrriseed' Oyl of )niganun one

drop. Pour a drop or two of this Oyf into the ear, and lye upon your

bed with that ear upwards that you intend to drop into, Iye still for a

quarter of an hour after; then drop into the qther, if it require. It is

to be corrtinued a month, or two or three, as you find benefit. When

you have dropt irrto the ear, you must stop it with a little black-wooln

dipped in the OyI. Many persons have found much benefit by the use

of this Oyl, to my knowledge.

ANOTHER EXPERIMENTED REMEDY FOR THE SAME.

Take a good large eel, slea it, and cut it into round pieces of the

length of a finger, stick them full with rosemary and sage; then take

an earthen pan, put two or three sticks of wood in cross-wise, lay

your pieces of eel upon them, so that they may not touch the bcttom

of the pan; bake it in an oven as you do meat: Then take the fat of the

eel that is in the pan, and strain it through a fine linnen cloth, measure

how much there is of it, and pnt to it as much S. V. Then take juice of
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onions, and juice of the white ends of leeksrana 3 
j. of your first

mixture 3 
tj. put them together into a vial, storp it close, and shake

it well for an hour. It is in all things to be used as the former, ex-

cept that instead of one or two drops, you must drop in three or four.

(Hartrnan) This was conrnunicated to me by a gentleman at Paris,

who had done wonderful cures with it, and among the rest, he had cured

the governour of Calais his secretary with it, who had been deaf twenty

years, his deafness being caused by a sickness.

A MOST PRECIOUS BALSAM OF' GREAT VERTUE:

Take turpentine [bij. Lignum ALoee 3 6.Mastick, Cloves, Galingal,

Ciruramon, Zedoar, Nutmegs, Cubebs, 7libanum, ana !j. Roots of

Master-wort, of Angelica t crncr 3$. . Figs cut small six in number,

Gum Tragacanth 
5ti. 

Elruise all the ingredients, and mix them well

together, then put them into a glass retort, and having warmed the tur-

pentine to make it runn pour it upon the ingredients, and distill in sand:

Separate the Balsam from a little flegm that will come over with it.

I. This Balsam is a very great preserver of the health of man-

kind, taking every morning three or four drops of it in a little beer or

wine; it strengthens the stomach, and causeth a good digestior5 and a

good appetite.

2. It strengthens the brain and memory.

3. It is good against deafness, pouring two or three drops enery day

into the ear, and stopping the ear with a little black-wool, moistened with

a little of this Balsam.
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4. It helpeth rheurnatick eyes, takes away the heat and pain there-

of, and strengthens the siglrt, anoirrting the e5re-rid,s therewith.

5. It cureth all sorts of scabs, itches, and scarld heads, be they

never so bad.

6. It cures fistulaes, the cancer, wolf, and all other gnawing di-

seases; and cures oll sorts of wound.s, whether old or new.

7. It cures the Gononrhaearthe whites in women, and strengthens

the reins.

8. rt is good against the biting of a mad dog, vipers, and other ve-

nemous beasts, being both inwardly and outwardly applyed; and is a

great preservative against the plague.

9. It is very good against the cramp, numbness, aking, and pain in

the joynts, contrastion and weakness of the nerves coming from a cold

cause, as experience testifieth.

10. It sweetens an unsavoury or stinking breath, and suffers no worms

to breed in the stomach and bowels.

11. It is said, that if a dead corps be embalrned with it, it will nener

rot nor consume, nor arqr linnen about it thet is imbibed with rralsam:

And that for a tryal, one should take a piece of ftesbn a^nd warm it well

against the fire, then rub it over with this Balsam, and let it be well im-

bibed with it, rubbing it with it three or four times. Then lay it away,

and it will remain sound and fresh, so that it may be eaten a twehre month

after.
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I,AI]DANUM GERMAMCUM: BEING A SINGUI,AR

PREPARATION OF IVIATTTIEWT S, OR DR. STARKYT S

PILLS.

I thought I could not better finish this boolq than with the receipt of

these most excellent pills, with the true way of preparing them, which

far e:rceeds the common: The receipt is thus:

Take opiunlbi. dissolne it in distilled vinegar, then filter and erra-

porate to the consistence of a mass for pills: Then take black Hellebore

lbj. reduce it to a subtil powder, which put into a matrass, and pour upon

it so much distilled vinegar as will cover it the breadth of four fingers;

digest for two days, then enaporate with a ger$Ie heat to the consistence

of pills. Then take of the corrector lbj. OyI of Amber that hath been

rectified with fair water, Stj. Licorise dryed and reduced to subtil

powder, lbj. Saffron dryed and pulrrerized, lb 6 . Put all into a large

mortar (well warmed by puf,ting coals kindled into it) incorporate them

well together by strongly beating and mixing them, adding by little and

little (as you incorporate them) of the OyI of Turpentine that hath stood

upon the corrector, and is of a red colour, 3 tij. Tincture of Antimony

5 ir. Oyl of Anniseed, of Jnniper-berries, of Sassafras, O5rl of Vitriol,

Spirit of harts-horr4 ana ]ij. 
gum Arabzlekdissolved in distilled vine-

garr 
3 C. , and if you see that the composition is too stiff, add a little

more of the said Oyl of Turpentine, and of the tincture of Antimony:

Then put it up in a gally-.pot, and tye it up close with a bladder and lea-

ther.
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The composition of these pirrs is of a very fine consistence, and nst

so crumbly as the commonn but comm.odious to handle, and make up in

pills like unto vrarm wa:K. The dose is two small pills about the higness

of an ordinary pease, or one pill about the bigness of a gray pease swelled,

taking them at niglil.

These pills are approned of, and are prescribed, and used by the best

physici,ens, in consumptions, and in other cases.

I thougtrt to have reserned the preparation of them to my self, and

not to have published it; btrt thinking that it is unchristian to keep any

thing from the public good, my conscience would not permit me.

The preparation of the corrector differs not from that of Stanky'e;

but because this book may come to the hands of some persons which do

not know it, I thought good to insert it here.

Take pure salt-petre, and white-wine, or rhenith-wine Tartar, ana

equal parts, pulverize them, and searse them, and mix them well to-

gether: Then take a large crucible, and set it in your furnace, and being

red-hot, cast in some of your mixture by little and little with an iron ladle,

and when the fulmination is over, cast in more, which corrtinue till you

have put in all your mixture; then let it flow in the crucible, gling strong

heat.

Then pour it out, and when the crucible is cold, scrape off all the salt

that sticketh to the sides of it. Dissolve this salt in boyling-water. Make

likewise a Lisiut amof Quick-lime and water, which being settles, pour

it off: Take of this Lioitsiun the same quarrtity with that of the salt of
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Tartar; mix and filter them, then erraporate to a salt, which will be puFB,

clear and white like crystal; grind it to powder, and put it into a strong

large nessel, and pour upon if irnrnsdiately so much Oyl of Turpentine

as may cover it the breadth of four or five fingers; stir it well together,

then coner it loose1y, only to keep things from falling ir5 and that the

air may come to it; let it stand thus, stirring it three or four tirnes a

day with a wooden Spatularand, as you see the salt imbibeth the Oyl,

add still more Oyl, until the salt hath taken in and absorbed three times

its weight of Oyl, or that it will tahe in no more, and is like a soap, and

the Oyl that swimmeth upon it is of a red colour.

THE TINCTITRE OF AI{TIMOIYY $ ITADE THUS,

ACCORDING TO BASIL VALENTINE.

Take equal parts of salt of Tartar 
""d 6 , melt them together in a

crucible, keep them in fusion for haU an hour, then pour it out, and

whilst it is hot reduce it to powder, which put irrto a matrass, and

pour upon it of the best rectified spirit of wine so much as may cover

it the breadth of three fingers, set the matrass in warm sand, that the

S. V. may boyl a little, and you shall have a very red tincture, which

decant, and keep for use.

This tincture is recommended to open all obstructions, of all the

principal parts, as liver, spleen, lungs, womb, reins, and bladder;

it provoked the terms, cureth the yellow jaundise, green-sickness,

scrrrryr drorpsie, asthma, pleurisie, melancholy, ulcers inward and

outward, scabs, itch, pox, small-Pox, and measles. Dose gr. iv. to xij.
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TSCRPOS

TIIE PREPA.RATION OF SIR KENELM DIGBYI S

SyMPATHETICAL POWDER, AS WE pREpAnD

IT EVERY YEAR IN HIS I,ABORATORY, AND AS

r PREPARE Ir NOItr' rS ONLY TEUS:

Take what quarrtity you please of good Engtiehvitriol, rtissohre it

in warm water, but use no more water than will dissolve it, Ieaving

some of the impurest part at the bottom rrndissolved: Then fllter the

dissolution, and enaporate it until you see a thin skin r4ton it, then prrt

it in a cool place, and let it stand without stirring it for two or three

days, corzering it loosely only, to keep things from fan{ng ia. It w.iU

shoot iuto fair, greeq and large crystals, which take out and spread

them abroad in a large flat earthen dish, and e4pose them to the heat

of the sun in the dog d"ys, turnfurg them often, and the srm will calcine

them whfte; when you see tfiem arr white without, beat them g:rosly, and

expose them agaiD to the sr.rn, securing them from rain; when they are

well calcined, powder them finely, and expose ttris powder again to the

sun' furning and stirring it often Cortinue this uuttt it be reduced to

a white powder, which put up in a glass, aad tye it up close, and keep

it in a dry p1ace.
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As for the vertuee of thts powd€tr, I wlll only say, that I have seen

great experience of lt ln my fine, ln stonching of desperate bleeding

at the nose. 2. In stanching the blood of a round. 3. In curltg wfth

it ary green wound (where there is no fracttrre of bones) without ary

platster or olzrtmeut' in a few dalE.

A glrl aborrt trelve years of age bleerring desperate[y at the nose for

two or tbree days togvther, her mother having used all the means she

could devise (in vain) ca"ne to me, f,srling me, that she had heard I had

a porrder that would gtanch bleeding she desired me to let her hane a

little of it, for she feared her daughter would bleed to death: I gave her

some of the powder, and bld her put a little of ft in tbree or four spoon-

firls of fair water, and to bath her nostrifs with it with a clean linnen rag,

prrf,ting it np isto the nostrils, which she did, and her bleeding storpped

imnediately; the next day she did bleed a little again, and then using it

agalrr' it did stanch it, and she ne\rer bled again afterwards.

I spoke wlth a famous chirtugeon, nened lllr. Smith, in tbe city of

Augusta,German!, . who told me, that he had a great respect for Sir

K. D. books, and that he made his sympathetical powder evety year,

and did aU his chiefegt cures with fr ln green wounds, with much great-

er ease to the patient than if he had used oyrdmeuts or plaisters.

If th'e reader desires to know more of the effests of this powder, and

the reason of it, I refer him to the reading of Str K. Digbyr s Treatise

of Curing of \Fouads by way of Sympathy, wbere he will find edire satis-

fastion and ftrll information of the reasons of its effests.


